
BY MR STAUDAT-JER

Im just dsicing Im just dsking if for

moment do you see that

Yes

Okay And c5 we go down fere and we see Keith

Mathahs in rhe other room in Ron Lakemans room

Mr himn

arouno the noon hour also

Mmhrnm

10 Do you see that

11 JYR horn

12 Does that refresh your memory on whether or not

13 if there were wo CRNA5 working

14 MR SANTACROCE Im going to object She said she

15 didnt know How do you refresh her memory

16 THE COURT flats sustaineo You can ask her you

17 know what if she notced what time they ever typically

18 would take lunch or something like that mean this you

19 know she

20 MR STAUDAHER Fine

21 BY MR STAUDAHER

22 Doyou

23 THE COURT she she already said she wasnt

24 aware of if there were two if they would relieve each other

25 The chart speaks for itself so..
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MR STAUDAHER Right

BY MR STAUDAHER

Do you at lunchtime do you recall if there

was ever movement where they cover each other

MR SANTACROCE Asked and answered

THE COURT Yeah thats sustained

BY MR STAUDAHER

When thie move did you ever see CRNA you

mentioned that when there were three of them bu you

10 ever see at least CRNA5 move from room to room at some point

11 during the day

12 Yes

13 Okay

14 Yes

15 When they would move from room to room dic oi
16 ever see them carrying anything with them

17 Months before left Im not sure when it

18 started they used to have these like tackle boxes like

19 fishing boxes

20 Okay

21 Im not sure what was in them you know

22 didmt give the anesthesia never looked in them dont

23 know but do know that they carried those from room to room

24 You actually saw that

25 Yes sir
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THE COURT They who

THE WITNESS Excu5 Uft

THE COURT 03 sid they carried them

THE WITNESS Oh the

THE COURT WYIch res did you actually

THE WITNESS the nurse

THE COURT see

THE WITNESS dnnsthetist

THE COURT of them hd them or just one or

10 two had them or and jst what you actually ohserveo

11 yourself

12 THE WITNESS Yerh believe from what can

13 remember that they h0o them so..

14 BY MR STAUDAHER

15 But you old see dt least CRNA5 carrying an

16 object of container from

17 Matter of fact can remember they were gray

18 and maroon in color

19 MR STAUDAHER Pass the witness Your Honor

20 THE COURT All ioht Cross Who would like to no

21 first Mr Ms Stanlsh

22 MS STANISH Thank you Your Honor

23 CROSS EXAMINATION

24 BY MS STANISH

25 Good morninq Ms Martin
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Good morrinq

My name is Magaaet bdf1 cli epreserit Dr

Desai want to start clarifyiro few points beginnino with

the timing issue

Yes maom

and wfat has been referred to as

precharting

Okay

And it sounds like you use the term precharLing

10 for couple different thinos

11 Yes maarn

12 No the ident1fict1on nformation or whats

13 known as the demogrphic informaticr for the patient is

14 already on the chart when you receive correct

15 Thats correct

16 And youve referred that as precharting

17 Yes

18 And with resoect to the time and as

19 understand it maybe sliculd clarify this first Your

20 primary in the you are primarily workIng in the recovery

21 room during the period of 2002 did you say to 07
22 No maam

23 Oh Im sorry Clarify the times might have

24 missed

25 From 2002 through 2005 okay Primarily
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recovery in the procedure room From 2005 through 2007

pilnaii iauvaiy witf uccasiuiiafly uaiig the ptucadur

room

Thank you

Okay

All right Going back that so you actually

ham experleame Goite often through the tame this time frame

of pGotng in he times for the procedure start and end

Yes maom

10 Ano as understand it the procedure start time

11 come rrcm the EKG strIp is that correct

12 Procedure start time

13 Yes

14 can

15 Do you need this

16 tnrk cant be certain you know

17 Well iet me interrupt your thoughts Im sorry

18 Cam you can you put up an example and let me

19 loo
20 Sure We11 just to go btck to the direct exam

21 okcy

22 Okay

23 And you originally tolc Mr Staudaher that you

24 used the clock on the wall

25 Right
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in the procedure room to do the procedure

l1 cut then when lie put the Ms Aspislwdll chciit Un

displ0y ne showed you the computer pratout of times

lThhrnm

and think understood you to say oh

hats the time we usem

Thnt is correct

Ann so do you know what Im talking about

Yes

10 Do you need

11 Yes

12 to see the chart again

13 Because at first was tf inking that we you

14 know its been long long time

An it sure has

16 Ano and at first was thinking that we used

17 the clock but then when did dd see that it rejarred my

18 memory and we dic use that you know the the vital signs

19 rhing And ns Ant as the 5KG time dont know about that

20 ell let maybe Im maybe Im referring to

21 the wrong strip If youd give me moment

22 Okay

23 Ill try to retrieve that

24 MR STAUDAHER Its right up there

25 MS STANISH Did you put it back
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MR STAUDAHER Margaret

MS STANISH Mike

MR STAUDAHER Right on the front

MS STANISH Oh thank you

MR STAUDAHER On the left hand side the middle

coluirm are the two areas that

MS SThNISH Thanks May approach Your Honor

THE COURT You may

BY MS STANISH

10 think he pointed here

11 Yeah because we went from not yeah up

12 see the row is kind of in time and that we went from this

13 Well let me

14 to this

15 if you would just review that so you know

16 what youre referring to so you can describe it to the jury

17 because you and are youre talking pcinting to this

18 Okay

19 and no one knows but me what youre doing

20 This is the strip that had the vital signs on

21 it the heart rate the blood pressure the oxygen rate the

22 time that we started the blood pressure and things to the

23 time that the blood pressure ended When we just started the

24 procedure we would press the button on the monitor that

25 would just start the blood pressure and all of this being
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printed out And then whenever the procedure is stopped and

this scup wds puilmi uut we wuuld stop it dnd thdr wuuld

give us our end hutton pressure oxyoen heart rate

Okay Thank you

Okay

MS STANISH And for the record the itness was

referring to Bates Stamp 3308 when oescribing the vitdl

strip

THE COURT Okay

10 BY MS STANISH

11 You had said whoops Those are probably now

12 mixed up

13 MR STAUDAHER Thats okay No biggie

14 BY MS STANISH

15 Mr and as understano it you used that

16 that tine and am right to say tYat that time accurately

17 reflected the procedure time in your mind

18 Yes

19 And ard from that time that because as

20 unoerstand it you were short on time to complete in oetail

21 all the various time slots in the chart you had this formula

22 that you used correct

23 Yes maam

24 And Mr Staudaher askeo you were the times

25 fabricated do you recall that
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Mmhrnm

And WIldt WdS ULLL r5pcfiSe

My resporse was that for the most part

the times that we hd put on there that that formula we

had done sinoe day one sinoe had been there

Right

Ano that that formula was used beoause of the

amount of patients tnat went through the olinio were massive

They were it was lot And if lets ust say if it

10 would have been real time the number of patients that we did

11 would not have been done They oould not have been

12 Well let me talk to you about the real time

13 versus your formula

14 Okay

15 Do you reoall in well would you say that the

16 whatever the real time is its within one or two minutes

17 of what you aotually put in the ohart

18 Well aooording to the chart that Mr Staudaher

19 just showed me there was times where they were they were

20 off

21 Mnhrrm

22 The end time for the last blood pressure was

23 Id have to look at it again but it was like at least 10 to

24 15 minutes off from the time that the patient was aotually

25 disoharged Do you know what mean The time that we wrote
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down in recovery that the patient was discharged df the time

that the patient wds artully dischargec it It war

different

Is the dis does the discharoe time come from

the won tors that are set up in the recoveri rn tbt wien

they are disconnected from the monitor th0t bRcomes the time

thats nserted in the line discharge co you recall

Okay Say that again

Okay

10 Okay One

11 Inthe

12 more time

13 recovery room

14 Mm hmm

15 theres monitors correct

16 Mmhmm

17 Anc the person is hooked up to thcse monitors

18 anc vitals are taKen correct

19 Yes

20 Ano how how often are those vitals taKen

21 think think

22 Okay

23 and here again that was long time ago

24 hear you

25 think that it was every five minutes maybe
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Okay And how long were patients typically in

recuvery

think that we did maybe 40 sets of

vitals

Anbso

maybe

if the vitals intervals were minutes they

would tie in there for at least 20 minutes correct

MR STAUDAHER Actually think mathematically it

10 would be 15 Your Honor if there were

11 MS STANISH But tmes 20

12 MR STAUOAHER No The frst one is the first one

13 then another one then another one another one

14 MR SANTACROCE And Im going tc obect to Mr

15 Staudahers

16 MS STANISH Well let me

17 THE COURT Mel

18 MR SANTACROCE testimory

19 MS STANISH let me ask

20 THE COURT she cant

21 MS STANISH the itness

22 THE COURT okay

23 MS STANISH but thank you

24 THE COURT she can if its wrong

25 MS STANISH Ill call you as witness in our case
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THE COURT well okay

MR STAUDAHER Wdnl Im just sdying thti 106uLu

THE COURT Wait Excuse me

MR STAUDAHER it misrepresents the record Your

Honor

THE COURT Maam Were lawyers so none of us 0c0

ado or subtract

MS STANISH Thats true

THE COURT correctly So if you knw someone

10 uses fig-ure and that doesnt sound right to you dont feel

11 lke you the dont assume that theyre corrnc So fee

12 free to say that doesnt dd up to me or whdteve If

13 Ms Stanish you know she

14 THE WITNESS Can

15 THE COURT Of any other lawyer says well is it

16 four fives or whatever

17 THE WITNESS Can interject

18 THE COURT Sure

19 THE WITNESS something

20 THE COURT Maybe she can expltin it for us

21 THE WITNESS We wouldnt do blood pressure

22 immediately when they came out

23 BY MS STANISH

24 Mmhrnm

25 And then there would be like you know total
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like dont know four blood pressures total So tfey woulo

gut unu suun dS thuy gut whuelud uut wu huuk thu

they would get blood pressure then

So probably probably is speaking probubii

reGlstcally at 15 nutes

Ann they needed

because

if they needed to be in the room lorcer

becuuse they were stil groggy or something you uouio you

10 as the recovery nurse ensure that they stayed icncer

11 Yes Yeah they stayeo Yes So xvou Know

12 Im sure that there is charts there that do refiehi tYat you

13 know maybe one person had four vitals one person Lao five

14 vitals depending on if you know they were groggy rj you

15 know they werent necessarily ready to be disharoeo yet

16 want to go back and ta to you about he

17 he charting formula that you used whether it refiecteu

18 The whether it ws one or two minutes off from Thtever

19 re0l time would be okay

20 MS STANISH May approach Your Honur

21 MR WRIGHT You may

22 BY MS STANISH

23 Im goino to show you your interview with the

24 Metropolitan Police Did you happen to review that before you

25 came to court today
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Hey yeaS this maan

Okciy Guud

MS STANISH And or counsel Im going to begin on

paoe 13

MR STAUDAH-R Mr ham

BY MS STANISH

If you ou ro some of tnis has hiohlights

but thats just my you cdn ie-1d wHatever you warm

Okay

10 belore after it

11 Okie ooke

12 Please take the time to read this sorry

13 wrong page All riout Well maybe we might as well have

14 you read this because Im going to have another

15 Okay

16 question on that

17 All riuht

18 So just take your time go read through that if

19 you dont mind

20 Okay 00 you want me to start it here

21 The jury can stretch now if they ant Your

22 Honor

23 Do you want me to start up here

24 Yeah thats fine

25 Okay Witness complying
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THE COURT Were seeinq about the air conditioning

bcdus its yuu gtttinu Out

THE WITNESS Okay

BY MS STANISH

Now okay Hoo on Let me

Okay

just take this ano no bdck

Okie doke

Now what you ust revieweo was related to the

10 choosing the charting formula and comparing it to real

11 ime

12 Right

13 correct

14 Rioht

15 Explain to us now tYat youve read that

16 Mhrnm

17 can you explain to us respond to the

18 question whether using your formula was close estimation of

19 real time

20 Like said on certain charts on the

21 particular chart that had mean this showed

22 me it was not however that was not chart that did

23 Correct

24 Okay You know would say that the times

25 werent far off but they werent an exact either
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You told the police you thought the times were

uy mi ciio ui two TEL siutus off fLout fdl thuu

Mr hmm

Im sorry

Tha-s correct did however at that

particu ar time dont believe that was actually looking at

cLdrt when said that okoy

Okay

Sc like smid they werent they werent

10 excct tmes you Know they were farly close yes Im not

11 going to lie li-at that is the truth they were fairly

12 close out they were not exact

13 Richt Right And you know we have these

14 times wi-crc you start with the EK the vital sign in the

procedure room the start time right off of the monitor

16 Mm bran

17 Aria then you go back five minutes and that

18 reflects whats occurring in the preop room coreur

19 No

20 Nc

21 When tne procedure ends we added five minutes

22 to get them from the room to the postop area Now the

23 policemen that spoke with during the had asked

24 me previous to that he had said it took you five minutes to

25 get from the the procedure room to the post op area He
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said in other it was from like here like the edge of

hti duu in the prucdur ruum tu whr that gsitleman with

the green pants They had said it took you five minutes

Sometimes sometimes not But typically thats what thats

the time that we went with

Now whether it took five minutes or didnt thats

the time that we used

Well let me ask you about this interval of time

from going to the procedure room to recovery room

10 Mmhrnrn

11 When thats occurring mean when the patient

12 is moved into the recovery room there dre certain hings you

13 are doing at that point is there not

14 No

15 Youre not hooking him up to the monitors

16 No

17 Who hooks him up to the monitors

18 We when the usually it wus the

19 sometimes this youll usually aid the tech sometimes On

20 occasion the anesthesiologist whoever was available would

21 roll the patient from the procedure room to the recovery room

22 When they got to the recovery room thats when they would

23 get hooked up

24 All right All right

25 Okay
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An so it theres period of time from

inuvunusit hunt thu blucudulu iuuni iittu the iucuvuy ruunt und

then hooking them up to the monitor

Yes Yeah yes maaxn

All richt Do you recall Ms Martin whether

the eon to time was used at all in the reoover room to

pinpoint discharoe time

Lots see The last time was on the vital

signs you know the the vital scns sheet

10 Rioht

11 But lest time it was on there was time that we

12 would put for discharge

13 Ano wou that time ooincide with real time

14 Sometimes

15 Would it guess its hard

16 Sometimes

17 cuess its hard beoause time is relative

18 isnt it

19 Yeah yeah sometimes

20 But mean that time at reflects the actual

21 time wten theyre disconnected from the monitor

22 Yes

23 rigut

24 Yes maam

25 Thats accurate
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Yes

And then unc thyr uiscunncted frum

monitor what happens to that patient

One is theyre disconnected from the monitor

they wa_ked them back they got dressed then after they got

dressed they went in to see the discharce njrse they were

given their discharge instructions with their family dno then

they left

So the chart the chart overall that you

10 reviewed just on direct basically shows where the patient is

11 throughout the preop procedure and recovery room correct

12 mean it kind of tracks them through th0t using cerrain

13 milestone times do you see what Im saying

14 Yes

15 And youre using accurate times from the vital

16 machines in both the procedure room and the recovery room

17 correct

18 The tie times in the procedure room were

19 accurate with the times on the monitor okay

20 THE COURT You know this

21 THE WITNESS Like in

22 THE COURT oh Im sorry

23 THE WITNESS excuse me

24 THE COURT didnt mean to interrupt you

25 THE WITNESS Sorry Like the times on this
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particu_ar one was from what 1030 to 1038 those were the

aucurat tiris Thats wdnn tdn pucedur stctrted and

stopped okay

THE COURT And Ms Stanish

MS STANISH Yes

THE COURT the ury needs break

MS STANISH okay

THE COURT Arid its 1230 sO

C- MS STANISH Fair enough

Ifl THE COURT think we should take our lurch break

now

THE WITNESS Okay

Is THE COURT Ladies

14 MR STAUDAHER Are we goino to shes in

Think she was in the mIddle of her answer

16 THE COURT No thought she was done Were you

17 done with your answer

THE WITNESS Not necessarily

19 THE COURT Oh Im sorry didnt mean -o

20 interrupt her She stopped and so

21 THE WITNESS Okay

22 THE COURT thought you were done Finish your

23 answer and then well go to lunch

24 THE WITNESS And forgot where was

25 THE COURT All right Ms Stanish did you
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apologize waited and thought interrupted her and

then thuught sh had finishd

THE WITNESS Oh know was

THE COURT and apologize

THE WITNESS know what was saying So those

particular times were accurate however in the proceoure

room mean in tie recovery room we did not necessarily go

by those times we went by the formula that we knew Like

just said five minutes from the procedure room to rhe

10 recovery room do you see the IV in another five minutes

11 doctor at bedside the same in time you know what mean

12 so that was times did not reflect the fimes that

13 were on the strip

14 BY MS STANISH

15 Correct

16 does that make sense

17 Yes tie

18 Okay

19 andT

20 Yeah

21 well pick up Your Honor because

22 THE COURT Okay

23 MS STANISH we have more to go and dont want

24 to

25 THE COURT Okay
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MS STANISH get confused

THE COURT And dnd uidnt tu ntriupt

you apologize

THE WITNESS Thats okay

THE COURT mecnt to interrupt Ms Stanish

MS STANISH Thank you Your Honor Thank you

anytime you want to interrupt me Your Honor of course

THE COURT All right Ladies and gentlemen lets

go ahead and take our lunch break until 130

10 Ouring the unch break iou are reminded that you are

11 not to discuss the case or anything relating to the case with

12 each other or with anyone else youre not to read watch

13 lsten to any reports of or commentaries on the case person

14 or subject matter relating to the case dont do any

15 independent research by wcy of the nternet or any other

16 medium and please do not form or express an opinion on tfe

17 trial

18 If youd please place your notepads in your chairs

19 ano folrow the bailiff through the rear door

20 Jury recessed at 1229 p.m
21 THE COURT All right Regarding scheduling

22 unfortunately the witness well witnesss husband works

23 what the graveyard shift

24 THE WITNESS He works graveyard

25 THE COURT Ar1d they had rote for break thats
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why took the break when did

Ms Stanish how much lunger du you anic pate

MS STANISH Half hour

THE COURT Mr Santacroce

MR SANTACROCE Half hour

THE COURT Okay So its probdtly goino be Id

say about another hour and twenty minutes for ycur esfimony

following lunch dont know mean Id be inclinco to

sa she has to come back after the lund break althuuoh if

10 THE WITNESS Yeah okay

11 MS STANISH mean otherwise sned have to come

12 bacK

13 THE COURT Another whole otner ddy

14 MS STANISH another da3 and that takes even

more time

16 THE COURT So mean that and Im

17 THE WITNESS Okay

18 THE COURT you know

19 THE WITNESS Thats fine

20 THE COURT that would be tfe only

21 THE WITNESS was unprepared Tney told me ft at it

22 would probably be over about noon so..

23 THE COURT Well unfortunately we didnt we had

24 some legal issues and so we didnt start until 11 so..

25 Any youve only been an hour and half In any event you
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know Im sure you know they would be fine you came back

anotlnar day but then you have to come bdck dnrthQ ann

hen you wait around and cant tell you how long -hat oay

would ne either

TH WITNESS Okay

THE COURT So 130 Durinn the lnnch break oont

discuss your testimony with anyone else

THE WITNESS Yes maam

THE COURT All right Thark you

10 THE WITNESS Yes maam

11 THE COURT And yes sir

12 WITNESSS HUSBAND Im sorry Your Hnnr Im her

13 husband do work nights and havent been to sleep but

14 want my wife to go ahead and get

15 THE COURT Arid finish up

16 WITNESSS HUSBAND ths over with

17 THE COURT All right

18 WITNESSS HUSBAND So mean ancther hour arid

19 half push come to shove Ill go outside and ldt nut on tte

20 bench

21 THE COURT Arid thats fine yeah

22 MS STANISH Whats the issue Carit we just get

23 her cab

24 WITNESSS HUSBAND Oh okay So

25 MS STANISH Is that the issue She needs ride
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Lets get her cab

THE COURT TYis dmudly ruum uff tu th side

there in the vestibule sir Theres no mean you lie on

the tabie but thats privcte 50..

WITNESSS HUSBAND No No No its Im good

THE COURT you know theres no

MS STANISH Ok0y

THE COURT the ch0irs are uncomfortable

May see counsel dt he bench please before you

10 all leave

11 THE WITNESS Can

12 THE COURT And macm Eoure excused for the lunch

13 break

14 Of record bench conference

15 THE COURT Okay Lets go to lunch

16 Court recessed at 1235 p.m to 128 p.m
17 Outside the presence of the jury

18 THE COURT Ask he if that fact that hes

19 witness would you know

20 MR STAUDAHER And hes out tiere too

21 THE COURT Whats his name

22 MR STAUDAHER Marion Vandruff

23 THE COURT Vandruff

24 MR STAUDAHER Yes

25 THE COURT Miriam
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MR STAUDAHER Marion

THE COURT Moiion

MR STAUDAHER Yeah

THE COURT Mr Santacroce was there line at the

cute uti

MR SANTACROCE No

Off record col oquy

THE MARSHAL Are we ready for the witness

THE COURT Why dont we do the jurcr first Ms

10 BooKeut

11 THE MARSHAL Okay

12 THE COURT Lets bring Ms BooKer in

13 MR WRIGHT My clock is like the procedure room

14 olook

JV5 STANISH Yeah and my clocK which now when

16 look 0t the court my clock is 130

17 MR WRIGHT Yours is different than mine

18 MS STANISH yours is four minutes

19 THE COURT went off the phone

20 MS STANISH faster

21 THE COURT which is accurate Its not

22 MS STANISH this is

23 THE COURT maam come on in and just have

24 seat You can sit in your regular juror seat

25 First of all want to thank you for alerting Kenny
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to the fact that you had been contated by witness in this

cdst Mr MdLiun Vdnthuff dnd out yuur nutu nd thunic

you for that And you did the appropr ate thing by ending tfle

conversation on Facebook He is going to be witness today

so just need to asK you whether cr not the fact that he is

going to be testifying in this case oulo cause you to favor

one side over the oter

JUROR NO No

THE COURT Okay And can you listen to his

10 testimony and keep an open mind and evaluate it just like you

11 would anybody elses testimony

12 JUROR NO Yes

13 THE COURT Okay

14 JUROR NO Like said dont talk to him like

15 thcit

16 THE COURT Okay Okay So nothing about that that

17 would cause you to be impartial or favor one side over the

18 other

19 JUROR NO No

20 THE COURT All right State any JUestions for Ms

21 Booicer

22 MR STAUDAHER No Your Honor

23 THE COURT Defense any guestions

24 MS STANISH Nope

25 THE COURT Okay All right
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MR WRIGHT Arid arid you wont discuss that you

know hir with any or the other jurors or anything

JUROR NO No

THE COURT Okay

MR WRIGHT Okay Right

THE COURT Ard you know when they may say oh

why dio 4cey bring you in there special or whatever oont

talK discuss anytrg thats just transpired with the other

All rigit Maam thank you

JUROR NO Okay

THE COURT And again really think you handled it

the correct way and appreciate that

JUROR NO Okay

THE COURT All right Thank you And just follow

Kenny And actually you dont even need to well well

have He-my take you out but you dont need to walk all the

the hall

JUROR NO Oh okay

THE COURT and then

JUROR NO He has march

THE COURT So we can then brinq the jury in dno qet

Kenny bring them in

Maam dust come on up here back to the witness

stand please

THE WITNESS Thtnk you

jurors

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

way down

started
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THE MARSHAL Ladies and gentlemen please rise for

oUR prsoc uf tUR jury

Jury entering at 35 p.m
THE MARSHAL Thank you Everybody may be seated

THE COUAR All right Court is now hack in session

The record shouo ef ect the Sate the defendants their

counsel the off ices of the court and the ladies and

gentlemen of tho jury

And mcJam of course you are still under oath

10 THE WITNESS OURy

11 THE COURT And Ms Stanist you may resume your

12 cross examlnatior

13 MS STANISH Thamk you Your Honor

14 May dpproach

15 THE COURT 1ou may

16 MS STAHISH Your Honor want to hand the witness

17 State Exhibit And just added three tabs so that could

18 drect her to page without

19 THE COURT Okay

20 MS STARISH runnino back and forth Because It

21 afraid going fall off these stairs

22 BY MS STANISH

23 Here you go

24 Okay

25 You dont need reading glasses do you
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No No Not yet

Your time will come

Not yet

All right feel hit more organized to

review these documents wth you and again want focus on

the charting time and what Im going to ref er to as real time

okay

Okie doke

Now ths you have Patty Aspinwalls chart in

10 front of you

11 Yes

And if you would turn to the page that put

Li sticky on marked No Okay

14 Okay

Li This is the preprocedures test assessment

16 Lime of 1025 correct

17 1020

18 Does that look like 20 or 25 to you

19 20

20 might make sure got you on the right page

21 Oh

22 Oh yeah

23 okay

24 yeah

25 this time
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yeah

WdS looking dt tlldt tulLe

yeah Im locking riqht here

Okay

Gotit

Okay

THE COURT And itTs also or your monitor

THE WITNESS Okay

BY MS STANISH

10 Yeah Now do you know who fills that time in

11 Lets see That partculr time

12 And if can clarify my question Is the

13 would the preproceed preop nurse cc that or would the nurse

14 in the procedure room cc that if you recall

Preprocedure okay Hold on If think

16 That was done in the preop

Okay

18 think

19 All right And if if as we go through these

/0 documents something clicks in your mind

21 Yes

22 just raise your hand

23 By all means

24 and let me know

25 By all means
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In the preop room the heplock is inserted

corrcct

Correct

Heplock is needed for anesthesia correct

Correct

And is were you did you work much in

the preop room

No maam

Okay As nurse men when did you cet

10 your nursing degree

11 In Missouri

12 In whct year

13 Lets see 1996

14 And when you went to tYe when you started

15 worKing at the endoscopy center

16 Mmhrnm

17 did somebody have to train you on how to put

18 in heplock

19 No maam

20 Why

21 Because when typically when nurse goes to

22 school they learn that during training

23 And trust that youre you know about

24 aseptic technique as far as injection

25 Thats
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practices

correct Yes rnaam

And where did you learn tLat

In nursng school

Oh by the way know Im hile Im on tfe

subject Ill just stick with It and well work our wdy

throuq preop procedare and recovery mom ccordino to tre

chart okay

Okay

10 AsanRN

11 Mmmm

12 did you do you have to take oniruing

13 education courses

14 Yes we oo

15 And here in while you were in Nevada what

16 whQt was that reguirement

17 That you have 30 CElls

18 CEUs

19 Continuing education urits

20 And does 30 units comport with number of hours

21 or wh0t

22 Thats every two years you have 30 units that

23 you need to 30 hours basically that you need to complete

24 And where did is there like some organization

25 that provides RNs with that training
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There is many different places that you can get

those Sometimes through thanugh worK Sometimes ttmough

the Internet There was many different planes that you can do

that so..

Ano wou you have to oo you have renew

your narsing license every two years

Yes maam

Okoy So am correct in assuming that every

two years you would iave to provide the nursing board with

10 proof that you satisfied that minimal 30 hours

11 Thats correct maam

12 Dio you ever do over 30 hours

13 Probably

14 So you were overeducated

15 Probably you know

16 Who p0id for your continuing education

17 There again that depends If its through the

18 employer sometimes the employer pays for that Sometimes we

19 as nurses pay for that ourselves So it just depends

20 Sometimes theres free continuing education units It just

21 depends

22 And does the nursing board put on educational

23 programs

24 You know Im sure that they do Im not sure

25 if Ive ever taken one through them but
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All right

II snre tliuy do

Fair enough So back to the dart

Mrhmm

Preop would involve inserting hepicnk wYich

is something you Know how to do from way book ooret
Correct

Now let me turn to what think rroked as No

on your char- or let me procedure start tire

10 Mm hrnm

11 is 1030 correct

12 Thats correct

13 And iwe skip on over to the think its

14 your last page of that chart

15 Mmbmm

16 that comes right off of the vital moritor

17 correct

18 Thats correct maam

19 Thats the start time of the

20 Yes

21 what you quote as the procedure time

22 Thats correct

23 This time is not fabricated correct

24 That time is real time

25 Moving to meaning this time is real time
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ano what we have back here on the where is that document

This tiii that is not fabricated time correct

Can nave page dont

Youknow Ihavemy

Thats on

did you take those tabs off

okay That right there Thats tne The

thTh you just asked me aboot

Correct

10 That time cane from this strip

11 And is there anything in nursing that requires

12 you to ook at clock on the wall and use that time

13 Well if youre going by the strips hcc sLoc

14 be consstent with clock which is not thats not my

15 responsbility That is the people who service the equipment

16 If thats the case then yes they should coincide

17 But in real life clocks are different dre ney

18 not

19 True

20 Well lets do an experiment

21 But are they five minutes off ten minutes of

22 two minutes off

23 Correct Time is relative

24 Right

25 suppose But
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Okay

but yuu cuusisteiitly using the tine uf

of this monitor correct tc inoicate start time

In the procedure room yes maain

Correct And even if its different from what

happens to be on the wdl tYt time is nct fabriamec

correct 00 you see wfdt Im ssying

That time whatever time the time was on this

particutar printout was the time that we used on this sheet

10 Thats what Im going to say

11 All right And when we and this is where

12 think we left off befcre the lunch breK was startino to

13 ask you about discharge time

14 Okay

15 so if you could turr to what marked with

16 the tab for you as No

17 Okay

18 And this document is wIat ncw the is tfis

19 the reccvery room

20 The reconery yes maam

21 And discYarqe criteria met time eleven zero

22 nine correct Do you see that wfere Im looking

23 Okay Where are you oksy right there yes

24 This time if we flipped to if you would flip

25 to the the readouts from the various the two monitors
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Nmhrnm

This little readour on uric ilgrit

Mmhrrm

thats the monitor vitls from the recovery

room correct

Mnhrnm

And if you lock rigYt ere

P1nhrrm

1109 what is Yelp us interpre this

10 script what does 11 the time of 1C mean

11 Okay Can go throuot the wncle thing

12 Okay you think

13 Would that help

14 its felpful sure

15 Okay The post proceoure ussessment ime was

16 can yoi flip it on tte screen so the jury

17 Not without my

18 can see

19 glasses Post poeouref

20 Yes

21 Okay

22 Up at the top

23 Let me hold on Im coinci to zoom out here

24 All righty

25 The post procedure
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

THE

MS

TUE

BY MS STANISH

leUR

THE

THE

THE

MS

THE

THE

THE

MA

Honor was

THE

MA
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Now wRats that

THE COURT Whuups

BY MS STANISH

Hold on moment

Utoops

Oh look wHAt you did Kenny

COURT Well

STANISH Kenny we have problem

WITNESS THAts coining out of my check huh

OkQy

Nice cong

Now you know didnt mean that

MARSHAL Its okay

WITNESS Im not tryinc to falsify evidence

MARSHAL Im trying to get there

STANISH There you 00

WITNESS Can touch It now

COURT yes

WITNESS Ok0y The post procedure

STAUDAHER Well before she touches that Your

just goinc to say

COURT URah there goes the

STAUDAHER if you move that down the reason
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h0ts happening is because if you touch the top of the

scein it a2tivatb tfdt su

THE WITNESS Oh thats whi

THE COURT Oh okay

MR STAUDAHER if you move the documeur

THE WITNESS okay

MR STAUDAHER dumn ittle bit then

THE COURT So if you move the exhibit down

MR STAUDAHER dumn ittle bit

10 THE COURT Ms Stanish

11 MR STAUDAHER yes and then she should he able

12 do it

13 THE COURT on your thinu So yeah

14 THE WITNESS Towards you

15 THE COURT towards you okay

16 THE WITNESS Yeah

17 MR STAUDAHER There

18 THE COURT Now okay So now you can

19 THE WITNESS There we go

20 THE COURT hopefully see

21 THE WITNESS Now Im afraid it touched again

22 THE COURT it well you can touch the screen

23 THE WITNESS Okay The post procedure assessment

24 time 1050 that was the time that we took the patient from

25 the procedure room out to the recovery room okay Generally
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speaking thdt was anywhere from two minutes to five minutes

Tbon drd dgan tub huw dbo thib hunt ddy un thdt

started Eve minutes from then was the DC heplock time

That was the time that we took out tie IV When we brought

them out sahed tie vitals oKay

Now whether or nct these vital sgns the times

dont know if hey were accurate cant tell you because

Imat

BY MS STANISH

10 Nell car

11 you know

12 interrupt you at please hold on moment

13 Olcay

14 Lets talk about the recovery time vitals okdy

15 That this monitor tape reflects the vital time

16 Mr hmm

17 vita monitoring times

18 Rioht

19 So am correct in saying that this little tape

20 here

21 Mmhmm

22 captures from monitor an accurate time

23 for vitals

24 Well if apparently not because if flip

25 back pease
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Okay

If you look dt this tnnu whuis it says

dscharge criteria met that was the first vital that was

taken

Nope Lets

Andthen

letme

wait

okay

10 and then it says that the last vital was at

11 1055

12 Where wait

13 Okay

14 Im sorry Point to me where you say 1055

15 On on this sheet

16 Im sorry Lets talk about this Is this what

17 you were talking about

15 Yes

15 1055

zO Yes

zl 1055 reflects the first vital sign

22 No

23 Take well take look at this Just

24 1055 1106 1109

Mm hum
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correct

Mu hum 1106 and Im nut real sure why it

says 1109 first and tien it then 1106 arid then 105c

okcy

Is it possible that 1055

It must be logged backwards

exactly

and then it goes up

So excuse me just want to make sure were

10 all clear on this

11 So

12 1055 reflects the first vital sign

ii That is correct maam

14 Then

15 And thats when the IV came out

16 And so whats that or youre saying

17 That if

18 oh here

19 Yes

20 Oh here

21 Yes

22 Heplock aisconnect time

23 1055

24 1055

25 Okay
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And that does that time actually match in

this instance the physician at bedsice

Yes we were told that the physician at bedside

and the heplock DC time should match

Okay

Okay

Anc wLy is that Because there is somebody

actually bedside doing something correct

Theyre well my question when first

10 stamted there was there is no doctor at the bedside why am

11 putting that time in and the answer to my question was Well

12 the doctors are in the rooms behind you if theres problem

13 they can be there within 30 seconds

14 So in case there was ar emergency or some kind

15 of problem

16 Yes

17 with patient doctor could responc within

18 seconds

19 Thats correct maam Yes

20 All right And so gorg back to this document

21 we do where we see the discharqe criteria met

22 Mmhrnm

23 being 1109

24 Mm ham

25 thats the time the last reading on the
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monitor correct

Yes

Now want to emphasIze was there anything

else you wanted to say It looks lke youre still stuck

No mam No

Okay Heres whdr want to clarify Procedure

start trne 1030

Mmhrrmn

comes from the vital strip thats in the

10 procedure room

11 Thats correct

12 It is not fabricated time

13 That is tne time that that was on that strip

14 thats the time that was placed on that sheet

15 The discharqe criteria met is from the vital

16 monitor in the recovery room correct

17 That is correct

18 This is not fabricated time

19 On this particular chart it does not appear to

20 be

21 Okay And it was your practice however or

22 clarifying question for you

23 Okay

24 was your practice to in recovery room

25 Mm hun
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to take the last monitor reading and insert

It here on the line that says discharge criteria met

From what can remember yes

All right And what does it mean educate us

what does mean to have the discharge crite Ia me
That mears that the vital signs are done the

vital sIgns are stable the patients hds oken up bo
some of the paients that that left you know were stl

little groggy okay Thats you know whenever you tdve

10 anesthesia dont know dont oive anesthesia but its

11 my understanding that you know you may still be little

12 little groggy but still coherent enough to get out

13 We asked when people got dischargeo to have person

14 with them to get the discharge instructions so tha- they

15 understood those

16 Okay Thank you

17 Okay

18 understand

19 Okay

20 Now just so we have two times procedure

21 start tIme and discharce criteria time that come from these

22 two montors

23 Okay

24 and then if Im understanding your

25 testimony you use the formula to fill in things like
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physician at bedside and heplock out and

Thu IS cuireut

post assessment time correct

Post procedure assessment yes

Procedure start time 030

Mmhmm

Discharge time 1109 How much how manr

mirutes is that

Lets see Thats about about 30 minutes

10 The think Ive had enough of time and

11 charts

12 want to move to this photograph that cs ciscussed

13 wth you on direct exam

14 Mmhmm

Ann Mr Staudaher askeo you question C15 to

16 whether the head of the patient well the foot of the bed

17 is pointing is up acainst the wa or close tc the wall

18 Thats correct

19 Ann the Lead cf the ben is closer to he

20 opposite wall where the entryways are to the procedure rooms

21 correct

22 Thats correct

23 And he asked you was this done so that

24 These patients could just be rolled right in and rolled right

25 out something liice that
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And as stated 0t that point you know it

depends on which poceuure they wera going to have If it was

an EGD then we would ro it ilight in because the head would

go in the room first If it w0s colonoscopy we would have

turn the bed around and put feet first

Ano so tfat it ute beds werent positioned

like ths in order to Yur-y pece and out of that

procedure room

Lave no dea

10 Well youre here youre the recovery nurse

11 correct

12 Mmhrnm

13 And you typically stano near these trays that

14 are near

That

16 by the bees

17 yes

18 correct

19 maarn

20 Ano is easier for you to monitor the patients

21 with their heads in closer to your tray

22 Yeah mean it was easier for us to to

23 monitor their respirations and to actually see them

24 Correct Because here we have picture with

25 all the curtains drawn right
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Right

Or mean theyre all open But in an actIve

ptocedcre room these curtains are all going to be drawn

Thats correct

So by flaying the head of the bed closer to ymu

you cn

Yes

more efficiently ann safely do your job is

ThRi correct

10 Because we monitored basically two patients at

11 fime Because there were two of us in recovery So yes

12 because if the curtain is pulled we wouldnt have been able

lo ro see them

14 And

Ri So

16 thank you

17 yes

18 Ano theres two of you in the recovery room

19 monitor ng

/0 Yes maam

21 the patients Is the other person an RN as

22 well

23 Yes Yes

24 And additionally are there any other medical

25 stdrf assisting in the recovery room
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No

Aric the 00 COlC JCL pLr Oltu this 100th foi

short period before they are maven into te promedure room

Yes maam

So you may have bed ociney thars

properly positioned so that the ournei culo he guidec into

he room with he patient in the propel clection

believe from Yot cm lemembom that most

of the gurneys were faced the some vay Co ike said if it

10 was an ECD wed pull them in heao fiist colonosropy flip

11 them around feet first

12 Right Okay

13 So

14 It makes sense And renroing yi ui

15 understanding of well let me ask you something by the

16 way

17 Mn hints

18 understand you used foirruio for certair

19 entries like physician bedside

20 Yes

21 the nsert the disconnect of the heplock

22 If something occurred like an emergency or something and the

23 person had to be in the recovery room onger and somehow the

24 times dcint match up well guess withdraw that

25 because you have Im confusing myself
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If there was anything physician bedside

I4it Illuhil

That is the thats put in there at the same

time te heplock is disconnected or least accordinc to

-his

Correct

this

Yes

this chart

10 Yes

11 Ano in the event of an emergency doctor is

12 steps 0w

13 Okay

14 correct Is it correct The doctor is in

15 the procedure oom

16 Mmhrrim

17 And as think you said they could get there

18 in mttn of seconds

19 Mm hnrn

20 And are have 3ou

21 Now urress unless there was break in cases

22 ano there was no doctor those rooms nd the doctor is on

23 the cter side doing office which they simuitaneousiy did

24 Mmhnrn

25 okay Then no
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The roe know is where is where is the

thres dnmr between the ff ice where the doctors do

heir consulting ano the procedure area is that correct

Yes maam

you tell us where that door is

Tbd docr okay thats procedure room

thats scone room tris is the thrt procedure room It you

go between th wc dcd then procedure room its right

here Does that mcKe sense

10 cant really want to describe this for

11 the record youre ocying the

12 Okdv Tis is proceoure room right there

13 You krovv got to get up and see because

14 cant

15 Okay

16 ee tYat thing

17 Okdy ts hard to see Okay Thats

18 procedere room

19 Richt

20 Thdt in scope cleanrg room

21 Right

22 Rioht nere is another procedure on the other

23 side of that procedure room and this door there was hallway

24 and it was right there

25 Okay So if doctor was needed
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Mmhrnm

they would be not that far away correct

Theyd be next door

How

yes

long would it take for doctor to run from

hei otfice to the procedure room

It well it depends on if they ware in with

he ptlent or were in their office twc minutes maybe

10 Two minutes How far is the office from tfat

11 hallway

12 Well the office is the the doccars office

13 building was actually bit longer tfan this procedure area

14 ano it was on bee other side okay So and if can

15 remember Think it was like horseshoe type thino

16 Anyway so Dr Desais office was straight rack to he right

17 but the other doctors they were up further

18 Okay

19 Ano then the procedure rooms were sartered

20 throughout

21 Anc the is it could doctor oar to that

22 procedure room in less than two minutes if they were located

23 Okay And there again like said depending

24 on where the doctor was okay If Dr Desai was in his

25 office lets just say and wanted to go get him It may
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10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

only take minute But if Dr Desai WcS in roam and

dIdnt knw which roar tdnt ha was In could ba two to three

minutes

Am correct in assuming that because of your

description as to how busy this clinic wds

ITh hum

th0t there is always certitiea CRNA

availab to assist somebody in the recovery roam and/or

medical doctor

General speaking the nurse anesthetists were

availab yes

And they would be steps dwdy from the

recovery

Yes

room

maarn

You you worked closely witn the CPNAs

Closely meaning

You work with them every day

saw them every day DId work directly with

them in room No

Based on your observations af the CPNA5 did you

judge them to be professional

When saw the CRNAs yes

Now want to move to the topic of Dr Desai
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and the and his and his work in the procedure room

Well frst let me gererAize Do you recall when you were

working in the procedure rooms did some of the docars do

rectal exam with their finger

Yes

barore

Yes maam

okay let ire finish the question because

understand your answer but want the question

10 Okay

11 to me on the record Did the doctors

12 normally conduct rectum exam with their finger

13 Yes

14 Was that all the doctors or or what

15 Im trying to think mean can remember

16 that beng done

17 It was done routinely right

18 It shoi_c have been

19 Pardon me

20 It shoi have been yes

21 Ano Dr Desai gave rectum exams with his finger

22 did he not

23 did see Dr Desai do rectal exam with his

24 finger

25 Okay
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An hour and eleven

Nuw in yuul expuriunce wure ths

procednres and think on this chart the first two read

were endoscopies and the third was colonoscopy Were these

procedcres lasting an Your

Not the procedure itself no

So those doctor note times mean is it

fair are reflecting the procedure time

These times were taken off the computer

10 Yes

11 There is some overlap Let me see Lhose

12 Sure Its the

13 Procedure start time

14 start time and eno report end time

15 would have to suspect the computer was of

16 Well could just ask an hour is that

17 typiccil time for the procedures that you were dome at the

18 clinic

19 No

20 So these times at east on this date arent

21 tracking what as the likely time of the procedure is that

22 fair

23 woulo say theyre inaccurate in terms of

24 telling you the time that the doctor took to do the actual

25 procedure
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Okay Thank you

MS WECKERLY Ill

THE COURT Anything else

MS WECKERLY No

THE COURT Okay Recruss Mr Wright any

recrcss

MR WRIGHT No

THE COURT Mr Santcocc any recross

RECROSS EXAM NATION

10 BY MR SANTACROCE

11 You were asked if you ever saw Lynette

12 Campbell or any other pre op nurso not use aseptic techniques

13 and your answer was you never saw that correct

14 did not observe that That is orrect

15 The fact of the matter is you we hardly ever

16 in the pre op area were you

17 That is true too

18 How many tines die you watco Lynette Campbell

19 give insert heplock and flush wth saline

20 dont hGve an answer for tYat may have

21 seen it time or two but dont really have specific

22 recollection of that

23 time or two Is that your answer

24 dont have specific recollection of that

25 So how well Im not going to get into
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h0t As to these times that you were just shown what are

hese tmcs

Its very complicated chart

Tell me about It

Well Im told that these are computer times

heie sc know what tfose ifeall

Okay just want you to focus in on what Ms

WecKerlu just asked you about those times Were not going to

go throucn the whole cfart

10 701 to 815 723 to 832 739 to 850 755

11 to 920

12 Oxay You dont have to read all the numbers

13 just wdnt your understanding of what those times are

14 Those are procedure start and procedure end

15 times

16 And reported through what mechanism

17 coulcmt tell you exactly but if that was

18 he computer reading thats where they came from

19 OKay So for those times to be inaccurate

20 are you telling me that the computer was wrong

21 dont know if it was or wasnt Mr

22 Santacrcce

23 Well you just testified that they had to be

24 wrong

25 Yeah would would think so as
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thinking person but not an IT person

And yuu hv nu uvluu iou tu buugs that thi

were wrong do you

think it looks kino of fuony that they

overl0p so muoh at least based on tYis oolirin here the

prooedore time minutes from the report

Okay So how would uou explcir the oorrputer

being off like that

Id have to oall my IT ou
10 Okay You talked wth Ms Weokely about this

11 the billings and the CENA billings believe Do you

12 remember giving testimony to the Grdro Juiy Do you remember

13 that

14 Yes do

15 They asked you if you believe that The CENA5

16 reoeived any of those funds from the CRNA E2000unt

17 Reoeived any what sir

18 Funds from the CRNA aooount

19 They may have asked me tYat

20 Okay And believe speoifioally you said you

21 werent aware of that

22 Im not aware of them h0ving reoeived any

23 funds direotly from the CPNA aooount That is oorreot

24 MR SANTACROCE Thats all have Thank you

25 THE COURT Ms Weokerly
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MS WECKER1Y Nothing else Thctnk you

tHE CouRt We have some juror questions up here

THE WITNESS Sure

THE COURT Are there any other luror questions

All right

juror wunts to know was the reduction of your

partnership shaie In tie medial practce from 10 percent to

6.4 percent In 2006 vcluntary on your part or was it

surprise tc you

10 THE WITNESS It was surprise to me

11 THE COURT I-ad you asked for reduction in your

12 hours

13 THE WITNESI had not

14 THE COURT Okay Was the redeeption of your share

15 of the procedure practice voluntary on your part

16 THE WITNESS It was involuntdry

17 THE COURT Okay When the redemption took pTace

18 were you cjiven money for the shares that you had had

19 THE WITNESS Yes by predetermIned formula

20 THE COURT Okay And were you told or do you kmow

21 why your shares were redeemed

22 THE WITNESS was never oiven specific answer

23 THE COURT All right Besides the packaging how

24 can you determine if the bite blocks are single use only or

25 multi use
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THE WITNESS As we touched upon it depends on the

tHicKness of tHe cstic nd some of tne characteristics of

it Little flanoes wll be found on the side of disposable

bite blooks fo fold no an elastio band that keeps them in

plcce Cererlu the non genera.ly the reusable ones will

just be hard plastic wIthout the flanoes on them They will

be differert olo cifferent thickness of the plastio

THE COURT Okay So you oan tell by looking at

bite block ex/en If ts out of its packaging whether it

10 would He single use or multi use

11 THE WITNESS Yeah would think so Yes

12 THE COURT Okay And the pipe Im sorry the

13 PPE used by the src in the procedure is required by what

14 THE WITNESS What is PR

15 THE COURT Its the initials

16 MR STAUDAHER Is that the bite block

17 THE COURT Im sorry Oh personal protective

18 equipment

19 THE WITNESS Yes Im sorry State the question

20 again

21 THE COURT Al riqht The personal protective

22 equipment used by the staff in the procedure room is that

23 required and required if so required by who or what

24 entity

25 THE WITNESS It is it is generally medical
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pr0ctice mear theres aseptic technique which of

course means you dont reuse any meoicdl device that has

invaded body tissues Personal protective gear has nothing to

do with that It means Pm trying to protect myself against

an infection So that when Pm doing procedure weax

equipment that provides barrier between me and the patient

And my practice is will wear gown such as

surgical gown in tue hospital or in the ASC where wored

with at endo center would wear coat and then

10 plastic protective apron would wear mask depending on

11 whether had these on or not would wear shield or

12 sometimes because of just the difficulty of seeing hrouoh the

ii shield with glasses on would take the shield off As far as

14 hands of course gloves So thats personal protective gear

THE COURT And so youre saying that thats more

16 designed to protect the physician or the healthcare worker

17 than to protect the patient

18 THE WIThIESS That is absolutely correct

19 THE COURT Okay And then on the personal

20 protect ye equipment that was disposable was that supposed to

21 be changed between patients according to the manufacturer or

22 could you keep that on as long as you know

23 THE WITNESS My understanding is that anything

24 thats visibly soiled should be changed

25 THE COURT Okay Is that your understanding based
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on what

THE WITNESS Based on what vu seen in Iie

literature baseo on standard medical practice The reality

of it is generally cfange all the time

THE COURT Ut huh And Is tYat just your own

personai

THE WITNESS Thats my personal preference

THE COURT Okay Does the State Ms Weckerly

have any follow up based on any of tYose questions

10 MS WECKERLY No Your Honor

11 THE COURT All right Mr Wright do you have any

12 follow up

13 MR WRIGHT No

14 THE COURT Mr Santacroce do you have any follow

15 up

16 MR SANTACROCE No

17 THE COURT Does the jury have any additional

18 questions before we excuse this witness

19 All right Doctor thank you for your testimony

20 Please dont discuss your testimony with anyone else who may

21 be called as witness in this matter

22 THE WITNESS Okay Certainly

23 THE COURT Thank you and you are excused at this

24 time

25 THE WITNESS Thank you
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THE COURT All right Lacies and gentlemen Dr

Carrera was our only witness for today so well oc areao and

take slightly earlier recess Well be reconvening tomorrow

morning at 1030

Before excuse you for the eseninc rec-ss must

remind you than youre not to read watch Isten to any

reports of or commentaries on the case perscn or subject

matter relating the case Do not do any lndependeum research

by way of the internet or any other medium ano please do not

10 form or express an opinion on the case If you all please

11 and dont know if said the first part Dont discuss the

12 case or anything relating to the case with cad other or witfl

13 anyone else Notepads in your chairs aid follow the bailiff

14 through the rear door

15 Jury recessed at 439 p.m
16 THE COURT Have you guys beef takno everytfing

17 each day Because were doing the criminal calendar in here

18 tomorrow So you can leave things but just kind of put them

19 off to the side

20 Court recessed for the evening at 440 p.m
21

22

23

24
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LAS VEGAS NEVADA THURSDAY MAY 23 2013 1043 A.M

Outside the presence of the jury

MS WECKERLY think Mr Staudaher is just in the

rest room but

THE COURT All right

MS WECKERLY but our witness is he so as soon

as he gets back

MR WRIGHT want to raise that limine have

10 for

11 THE COURT All right Sherrie can you shut the

12 door Do we need to wait for Mr Staudaher Ms Weckerly

13 MS WECKERLY He just went down tne hall

14 THE COURT Well Ms mean not for the witness

15 for Mr Wrights motion

16 MS WECKERLY Oh is it just an oral motion

17 thats

18 MR WRIGHT Yes

19 MS WECKERLY Thats fine

20 THE COURT All right Co ahead

21 MR WRIGHT No

22 THE COURT Were not going to wait for Mr

23 Staudaher so you Im sorry

24 MR WRIGHT Okay Well

25 THE COURT maybe we misunderstood each other
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Did you just say you wanted to make an oral motion in limine

MR WRIGHT In the nature of it Im just

THE COURT Okay

MR WRIGHT concerned that things dont come out

as they have been comirg out

THE COURT Okay Whose witness is up next

MS WECKERLY Who is it or whose witness

THE COURT Whose is it you or Mr Staudaher

MS WECKERLY Mr Staudaher

10 THE COURT All right Then we need to wait for

11 MR WRIGHT Right

12 THE COURT Mr Staudaher

13 MR WRIGHT Thats what

14 THE COURT Thank you

15 MR WRIGHT thats what

16 THE COURT

17 MR WRIGHT yeah We did miscomrnunica

18 THE COURT we

19 MR WRIGHT said yes want to wait

20 THE COURT Oh okay We were totally

21 rnisconmunicating

22 MS WECKERLY Well who do you think it is Its

23 Maggie Murphy

24 MR WRIGHT Well no this

25 MS STANISH Yeah thats what Mike told us
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Maggies up first

MS WECKEREY Yeah

MS STANISH Yeah

Pause in the proceedings

THE COURT Yeah were watino on Mr Staudaher and

then Mr Wright has motion so..

Off record cologuy

THE COURT Okay Mr Stauoaher Mr Might wanted

to make an oral motion in limine

10 MR WRIGHT Right

11 THE COURT Were on the record

12 MR WRIGHT Yeah Im because of what

13 occurred yesterday just want to be certain of no

14 reoccurrence into Defense camp or accusations that the Defense

15 or Oefense lawyers or someone instruoteo witnesses or simedded

16 evidence or did something to obstruot justice If anything

17 like thats goino to come up mean we need to hear about it

18 ahead of time and raise it with the Court

19 raise this because in the interviews by the police

20 department not grand jury but in the interviews there was

21 constant theme of have you talked is there joint defense

22 have you been told not to talk to us have you been told what

23 to say and at times they even used my name other lawyers

24 names as suggesting now this is just during the

25 investigative stages suggesting some type of cover up And
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to my knowledne theyre havent seen anything like that

ano dont think there is any evidence of any suTh ttinc Lu

its  uestioned about and so witnesses have talked about

And want the Court to know mean tYere

were accusations of shredding or obstruction or sometLino ano

rhe true chronology of this and Ill give the Court

get the Court he dates from my records because before

search wdrrant was ever executed in this case spoke with the

District AttoiLney Ddvio Roger and told him of the volume of

10 records and that they were patient records and current patie

11 records and they all needed to be available to patients and

12 set up procedure for grand jury subpoena compliance witY

13 whatever records were wanted And he directed me to two

14 district attorneys This is prior to March 10th executon of

15 search warrants

16 And he he said yes we will et cetera ano

17 then out of the blue search warrant executed and everything

18 taken And when spoke to him about it he told me they had

19 evidence of shredding shredding records and obstruction

20 didnt pursue it obvously the search had occurred Ano so

21 there were and tave never seen even though he told me

22 they had evidence of the shredding and obstruction have

23 through all the evidence never seen what he was talking about

24 And with when he explained to me why they had to do the

25 searches
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And waited and waited or the search warrant

affijvlt to become unsealed because it was sealed at the

rime expecting to see in there the evidence that supported

this accusation and tYere was none in there and havent

seen it But based upon that there was lot of questioning

of witnesses most of theft in fact Has anyone rold you

it witness comes up with an explanation well thinK its

the saThne They soy Who told you that Who have you met

with Who did you taik with before you came her As if here

10 was some orchestrated plot going on

11 And Im concerned about any of that coming in here

12 to this courtroom especlly now that the jury knows Im the

13 lawyer that was involved in the thino And so just

14 wanted

15 THE COURT Okay

16 MR WRIGHT extra additional caution put out

17 THE COURT Mr Staudaher do you want to respond to

18 hat

19 MR STAUDAHER Sure And its

20 THE COURT medn obviously you cant ask any

21 questions that would you know if Mr Wright directed Dr

22 Desai to do something you cant try to use it as way to

23 show Dr Desais knowledge of quilt okay No

24 And No we all know ths but specialize

25 think in stating the obvious You cant ask question that
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could somehow elicit respcnse that would cast aspersiors on

Mr Wright or Ms you know Ms Starish tnat oh how could

they have you know directed this or tldt

dont Im not saying you would do that but

wed just he minoful not to ask qiiestior that ould somehow

you know crea an answer or elicit an answer that would

somehow suggest Mr Wright and Ms Stan sh Fad done anythino

wrong as criminal Defense attorneys in tlis case

So dont krow if theres any questions you were

10 planning on asking that could call for an answer or that rnignt

11 reflect mean Im you know at little bit of loss

12 because dont know what could come out

13 MR STAUDAHER Sure

14 THE COURT with this wtness dont know what

15 questions Mr Wright afraid you might ask So you know

16 kird of cant really rule dont ask this question or dont ask

17 ht question because dont really know where this might

18 come up mean can say general you know dont

19 dont ask for information that would be mean obviously

20 clearly we know if documents were shredded we know that Mr

21 Wright and Ms Stanish did not tell Dr Desai hey get in

22 there and shred these documents

23 So if there was some shredaing going on think we

24 can all assume that that was not directed by counsel You

25 know other things may have been directed by counsel but
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dont really know what where that could be going

MR STAUDAHER Well first of EJl there 15

witness that comes up where theres any of those issues that

we think might come up we will certainly raise it to the

Court as hey this is potential witness drere tYis mioht

come out either by drect gmes ionnc or tnxough

cross examination they might inadvertert sa somethinc

about it

As far as the shredding is concerneo mean in

10 rhe and would at some point in the futue not today

11 would lke to address at least some of the chronology of what

12 went on as far as some of the things that have been raised

13 already in this Court But know that for example the

14 press conference the police were not involved in this case

15 at all but for couple of days before the press conference

16 and it was in relation to at least the concern that there

17 mioht be some of that shredding goinc on

18 dont know tdrt theres any evidence that that

19 was dont intend in dny of the witnesses today to get

20 into anything regarding shredding of docunents or anything

21 along

22 THE COURT Okay Is any of this

23 MR STAUDAHER those lines

24 THE COURT going to be an issue with any of the

25 upcoming witnesses
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MR STAUDAHER No not today

THE COURT for todGy Lets get

MR STAUDAEFR The only issue

THE COURT started then today

MR STAUDAHmR the only issue that might come up

wth witness today potentially Is this very actually

its not this witness its Marion Vanciruff In his police

interview and its page 32 of his police interview which

counsel has he wcs cctually asked guestion regarding

10 or there was some discussion about the civil cases the

11 clams action that was cong on nothing criminal but he

12 said in his statement to the police that he was contacted by

13 one of Desdis lawyers Not Margaret Stanish not Richard

14 Wright nobody was named

15 THE COURT civil lawyer

16 MR STAUDAI-IER but it was related to the civil

17 context and was basically told and Ill just read it for

18 the Coart And you were pretty much they they were

19 pretty much telling us you know that we dont have to you

20 know if any attorneys call us and think theyre talking

21 about the civil attorneys representing the patients you

22 dont have to talk to them

23 Thats the extent of what could possibly come up

24 through this

25 THE COURT Yeah dont know that
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MR STAUDAHER this witness

THE COURT that would be relevant because first

of all what lawyer are we talking about Were his insurance

malpractice lawyers are they involved at this point Im

assuming right away his malpractice

MR STAUDAHER They

MS SThNISH His

THE COURT carrier

MS STANISH there were

10 THE COURT was notified

11 MS STANISH there were attorneys involved right

12 away to

THE COURT Well mean

MS STANISH with

15 THE COURT weve got corporate counsel

16 MS STANISH oh yeah

17 THE COURT weve got criminal Defense counsel

18 which is all privately paid for and then at some point in

19 time youre going to have insurance Defense counsel Did that

20 ever occur

21 MS STANISH Oh yeah they were

22 MR WRIGHT Oh yeah before

23 MS STANISH on board

24 THE COURT Right Thats what Im saying

25 MS STANISH quickly
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MR WRIGHT before us

THE COURT So dont know who these Arwyers are

but dont think its fair regardiess of who the lawyer is

to somehow use thcit as against Dr Desai but

MR STAUDAI-f-R Arid Your Honor dont actually

intend to ask any questions

THE COURT veaL that shouldnt

MR STAUDAJFR in that regard If only

THE COURT wouldnt even go there because

10 again what first of all we dont even know It could

11 have been the malpractice carriers lawyer the insurance

12 Defense lawyer that Dr Desai doesnt even get involved in who

13 they hire They hire whoever they want typically

14 Typically

15 MR STAUDAHER Well in that passage shes talking

16 about attorneys for the for the patients So that wouldnt

17 be

18 THE COURT No No the

19 MR STAUDAI-ER Dr Desais

20 THE COURT wyer that tolo her hey you dont

21 have to talk to them

22 MR STAUDAHER Oh yes

23 THE COURT mean that could have been the

24 malpractice carriers lawyer dont know who that was But

25 even if it was Mr Wright or Ms Stanish dont even know
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what tue relevance would be that you were told you dont have

talk to them becuse its lawyer and what Im

say no pacicularly if it was insurance defense They qet

their drection from the insurer

So to to take something they may have said to

somehow put it on Dr Desai is really tangential

MR STAUDAHER Well it said

THE COURT And typically

MR STAUDAHER the only reason

10 THE COURT lawyer is ooing to

11 MR STAUDAHER raise that is because

12 THE COURT do what lawyer

13 MR STAUDAHER it would be

14 THE COURT is going to no They may not be you

15 know dont

16 THE MARSHAL Ladies and gentlemen please

17 MR STAUDAHER dont intend to go there

18 THE CDURT Okay

19 MR STAUDAHER with this

20 THE COURT Dont

21 MR STAUDAHER with thIs witness

22 THE COURT Dont

23 MR STAUDAHER for sure

24 THE COURT All right Bring them in Well get

25 started and
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THE MARSHAL Ladies and gentlemen please rise for

the jury

Jury entering at 1058 a.m

THE MARSHAL Thanks everybody You may be seated

THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

The reccrd shoulo refect the presence of the State through

he Deputy Disrict Attorneys the presence of the defendants

ano ther counsel tte officers of the Court and the laoies

anc gentlemen of the jury

10 Arid the State may call its next witness

11 MR STAUDAHER State calls its Maggie Martin

12 She hdd been known as Maggie Murphy at one time

13 THE COURT Okay

14 THE MARSHAL Just have seat right there maarn

1R Youll follow me up to the stand

16 THE COURT Maarn ust come on up here please rigtt

17 up by me Follow the bailiff

18 THE MARSHAL Go ahead and step right up there for

19 me Stay here remain stonding raise your right hand and

20 face ocr clerk to the left

21 MACDALINE MARTIN STATES WIlINESS SWORN

22 THE WITNESS Yes

23 THE CLERK Please be seated And would you please

24 state and spell your name

25 THE WITNESS Its Magdaline Martin
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L-I Martin T-I

THE COURT All right Thank you

Mr Staudatier

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR STAUDAHER

Ms Martin and you were also known by the

name Murphy betore

Thats

isthat

10 correct

11 correct So you are Maggie Murphy now

12 Maggie Martin

13 Correct Yes

14 Before get into your testimony want to go

15 through couple of things and would ask you to take that

16 microphone and slide over to you as close as you can

17 possibly get it because your voice is very soft

18 Okay

19 is that right

20 Thats correct

21 You are speaking today it seems like youre

22 having some difficulty Do you have condition called

23 dysphonia

24 Yes

25 And does tht is that in any way dealing with
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your mental capacities

No

orisitjustyour

No sir

abilty to speak

Thats correct

Just the ability to speak

Just the speaking

Okay Now its going to he very important

10 because you have this condition and Ill try my very best

11 to get my or let you finish your answer nefore ask

12 question hilt because this is being recorded and because the

13 jury needs to hear what you have to say

14 Yes

15 youve got to let me finisn my question and

16 then try to let you finish your answer okay Ard well

17 take it as slowly as we need to go to mXe sure you can get

18 out what you need to say all iight

19 Thank you

20 Okay Im going to take you back in time

21 little bit to 2007 and before Did you work at place called

22 The Endoscopy Center of Southern Nevada

23 Yes

24 And what did you do there What was your job

25 Primarily in the recovery room
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Okay So the recovery room

Mmhxrnn

Ano also because of your speech difficulty 11 may

repeat what believe you said

Thats fine

just to make sure its accurate okay

Thats tine

If get it wrong please let me know okay

Thanks

10 Beside the recovery area did you work anywhere

11 else in the facility

12 occasonally worked in the procedure room to

13 to cover for lunches breaks things like that

14 So the procedure room to cover for lunches ano

15 breaks

16 Mmhmm

17 Did you work in what was termed the preop area

18 Not usually no

19 Dio you work in what was termed the discharge

20 area

21 No

22 So the two primary areas are procedure rooms and

23 recovery

24 Correct

25 When did you start working at the facility if
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you can recall

2002

Until

2007

Do you remember when you stopped working Whct

time what what month if at

September 14th

So you remember that date

2000 yes

10 Im sorry

11 2007

12 So you specifically remember September l4tt

13 Mmhrnm

14 Is there reason why you remember that

15 got another job at that time

16 Okay Arid what was the beside working in tfle

17 recovery area ano so forth that you said

18 Mmhrnm

19 what was your what were you as far as your

20 professon at -he time rrean were you CI tech

21 nurse doctor

22 No

23 what were you

24 Nurse

25 Nurse
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Nurse

AnPNoranLPN

PN

What kinas of things did you dc in the

recovery room area

We monitored vitals rade sure tht the patients

were reacy for discharge Basically just riorito ed ti em so

ht ttey could be discharged

So monitored patients so they could be

10 discharged

11 Yes

12 Now in the procedure room

13 Mmhrnm

14 when you relieved or did lonches or

15 whatever

16 Mrnhrnm

17 what kinds of things did you do in that room

18 We did the paperwork the which onsisted of

19 he time that the procedure started stopped general notes

20 about the patient

21 So you were the record keeper in that room

22 essentially

23 So to speak yes

24 Did you fill out the charts and so forth and

25 fill out the paperwork
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We only fi led out one sheet and like said

that had the sar times end times If the patient tolerated

the procedure

Die you also fill out any paperwork when you

worKed the recovery room area

Yes Yes

So youve die paperwork both areas

Correct

Now lets talk about that for moment the

10 paperwork Was there anythinc that you did in relation to the

11 actual times of where they first of ill were the times

12 that you put dews and inforiration you put down en the record

13 whether it be in the recovery room or the procedure room were

14 they accurate recereincs

15 The times in the procedure room were accurate

16 The times in the recovery reom we die formula so to speak

17 and that formula was wYen they came from the procedure room we

18 had five minutes to that tine That was the time

19 that they brought the patient to the recovery then the times

20 thct we DCd the IV nd the times that the doctor was at the

21 beeside those would match dnd then the time that they got

22 discharged would pretty much be with the time en the vitals

23 machine that they were discharged

24 During the tine you worked there procedure room

25 or recovery did you ever have anybody bring you or did you
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work with charts that it had been pre prefilled out

7es

precharted

Yes

What kinds of things WOULO be pechcx eo when

rhey brought the charts to you

The names and dates were fc the people the

can see chart

Yeah can you kucw we can would

10 ht be better to walk through them

11 Could we

12 Sure Im going to show nd for the record

13 this is Exhibit and this is the recurd for Pats

14 Aspinwa_l and Im going to try not to

15 Okay Now Im going to sYow you whats been marked

16 as Bates No 3302 and ask you first of all do you know what

17 this is Have you seen this kind of record bef

18 Okay Thats the sheet

19 Was this something that you dealt with Dd you

20 fill out anything

21 No

22 on this sheet

23 No

24 Now before we go on because you talked about

25 the times want to note couple things on this before we go
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forward to the others okay

Ptn ham

On the aresthesia record do you see up here

where it says 10i0

Mm hrnm

no 00
Itn from

Anc lown nee on the 21st of September it says

1030 to 10 to 10 31 minute window Do you see

10 that

11 Correct

12 Now c5 we go through this just want you to

13 know if you need mark or point out something wed like you

14 to do that You can just take your fingernail and draw on

15 this screen Circle something underline it

16 Okay

17 Anc you need to clear it because you made

18 mistake or ask you to you just tap down there in the

19 corner and

20 Okay

21 it wll go away Okay

22 Okay

23 So anyway the the time here 1030 to 11

24 1101 correct

25 Mmhmm
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Now if we move forwaro to one of the records

and can can zoom in/zom out if you need to hut do you

recognize that kind of record

Yes

What kinc of ecoid are we looking at there

Thats tYe recovery

The recovery reord

Yes

MR SANTACROCE Do you have

10 BY MR STAUDAHER

11 What does that mean

12 MR SANTACROCE dc you fave Bates Stamp on

13 that

14 MR STAUDAHER Oh Im sorry It is 3305

15 THE WITNESS Th0ts the pcperwork that came to us

16 when the patients were in recovery

17 BY MR STAUDAHER

18 Okay Now on tfis there are some times listed

19 up here

20 Mm ham

21 One says preprocedure assessment time do you

22 see that

23 do yes

24 And its got time listed

25 Yes
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Ann then there are some things down here as

wjl
Yes

Okay Now moving forward to the next record

which says endoscopy procedure nursing record Does that

looK thrriliar ro you as something that you would have at some

point flled not this one know this isnt yours

Yes Yes

But wou this have been something that you

10 would cave filled out potentially

11 Yes

12 Okay Now on here theres place called

Ic procedure start time do you see that

14 knhrm

And its got time down there of 1030 do yoc

16 see that

17 Correct

18 And then the procedure end time is 10

19 48

20 it looks like 48

21 Yes

22 Is that would you fill out any portion of

23 this record when it would come to you

24 No No

25 So this would be filled out beforehand or
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That would be done in the room

Okcty

In the procedure room

So what wart to do for the moment is to move

you ntc the procedure room okay

Okay

So youre in the proceoure room would you be

filiro out anytLing on this paper

On lets see We would fill out the

10 Okay Oo ahead and

11 proceoure

12 mark it for us

13 this We would fill out this Okay We

14 would fli out this And then of course this the time

15 rhat tine The preprocedure diagnosis that was precharted

16 The post procedure diaonosis was charted by us in the room

17 Specimens was charted by us in the room Scope was charted Dy

18 us

19 So the so the scope number too

20 Yes

21 Is that the number that is off the endoscopy

22 scope

23 Yes

24 So you would chart that in the room to match

25 up
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Yes

with th suup thdt Wctb

Yes

being used Okay So the times and lot of

the information on this reoord you would fill out

Yes

Would any of that ever be filled out before you

know ohart was brought to you witY some of this information

already filled out on it

10 Say it aoain

11 Did you ever have situations where you would be

12 brought ohart already before you were the one to fill it out

13 where there would be portions of this filled out before you

14 got it

15 No had on this sheet no

16 Okay

17 No

18 Will you go ahead and oler that for me

19 Okay

20 All right So again wnt to look at these

21 two times This this prooedure start time and prooedure

22 end time where would you get those start and end times from

23 When they started the prooedure and then when

24 they ended it from the olook

25 Okay Would you use any kind of
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in the room

would you use the clock in the wall ar woac

strip or time on strip or anything like that

would use

think we used the one on the wall

Okay this particular instance Im ccing

to show you Bates No 3308 and Ive turned it on its sice

Do you see the times tfat are listed here

upward as far

he Bates No

Yeah

Did you

You know well wait minute We did use these

times on here

Oh you aid So you used this

Wedid

start time
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that you

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Yes

And on this one it has starts at noes

as ascending order correct

Mn hrnm

It goes from 1030 to 1048

Mm ham

On this record does that appear to match with

3306

It does

1030 to 1048
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sorry

Its okay

Wedid

If at if at any time we go through there

this if theres something that would refresh your

memory you -an let me know and Il try to provide it for

you

Okay

okay So go ahead and and clear that if

10 you wou Now again were still in the room Now Im

11 going to move to the next page because it think it deals

12 with something you mentioned about the 0dding in times and so

13 forth okay So the next page here do you see this one

14 listed

15 Yes

16 And up here in the right hdnd corner or

17 left hand corner it says post procedure assessment time

18 Mm hrnm And

19 Would this record be used would you use your

20 formula for filling out any portion of this record

21 Yes

22 Now the last time on the Bates No 3306 is

23 1048 do you see that

24 Muhrnm

25 The preprocedure assessment time appears to be
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two minutes later at 1050

Thats correct

Was that part of the formula that you woulo add

two minutes or something dlong those lires to get to this

time

You know its been long time It was

something like that two minutes lIve minutes

Okay

Okay

10 Ano from this time here of 12 it says 1050

11 you mentioned remove or do you see heplock time Do

12 you see that here

13 Five minutes from that yes

14 Okay So five minutes from this time up here to

15 get to this time

16 Yes

17 And you did you say something about the

18 physician at bedside time

19 That matched the heplock discharge time

20 So that would be 1055 in this case and if we

21 go down to the area where theres supposed to be physician

22 at bedsde it also says 1055

23 It matches

24 In your experience working there from between

25 2002 and 2007 was the physician at bedside very often
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Where the beds were the rooms were in back like

directly in back of us

Okay

mean were they physically there No But if

there was problem we could call tiem and they would be

here

Okay But this time here did that ieflect

doctor standing at te bedside

No

10 Okay Now from this time here what would

11 there what would your formulas do Would there be another

12 time that would come up later on from the physician at bedside

13 to say when they were oischarged anything like that

14 dont know

15 Did you add any more time to this particular

16 time to get to the next time

17 The uets see think that this charts

18 time matched the time that was on the the vital sign list

19 tape So whatever tue one last time that the last vital sign

20 was taken that matchec the discharge time

21 Okay this instance 00 you see the the

22 discharge time is listed cs 30 minutes later

23 Yeah

24 At 1025 do you see that

25 Mmhrnm
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The tape that you referreo to was that tape

hat was done in the recovery room

Yes

Ano on this record co you see the lasu time

on the recovery room tape is 1109

Mmhmm

Do you see that

Okay

On this particular day so cu can look at

10 this this column tere see where its tiking cibout

11 physician at bedside and time to discharge tiraR cc you see

12 that

13 Right

14 Do you see the times isted in this column

15 Yeah

16 What are they all Whats the number

17 Is that 30

18 THE COURT RECORDER Im not picking her up

19 MR STAUDAHER Oh

20 THE WITNESS Oh 30 minutes

21 THE COURT RECORDER Thanks

22 BY MR STAUDAHER

23 So they all appear to be 30 minutes

24 predominantly is that correct

25 Yep
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Now the formula that you used where did you

get tht fulmuld fium

You know that formula we used for from he

time that started there until the time that left

Oh okay

So it would thats the way that we were

rained

So you were trained that way from the heoirr no

From the beginning From

10 Dio you remember

11 day one

12 who trained you intially

13 That was Betty Hamer

14 That is personnel within the office

15 Yes

16 Okay

17 Thats correct

18 Is it fair to say that based on what you we

19 just showed you and you went through tbet those times on th.t

20 record have no basis in reality They werent the actual

21 times

22 Correct

23 Had you ever worked at anyplace as nurse

24 before you went worked at the endoscopy center

25 Yes Yes sir
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Did you work as nurse after you wen to the

Ys

endoscopy center

sir

Did you ever fdve stutcn where you just

wert by some formula to put nformaton in the chart

No

Before or aftcr

No

10 When tney told you to cc this did that cause

11 you some concern or did you wnt to know why or what was the

12 issue

13 That particular that particular one that we

14 looked at was pretty much off from what can remember

15 they were little bit cLoser to the tmes however we did so

16 many cases that it would have been mpcssible to do to do

17 rail time

18 What do you mean it would would have been

19 impossible to do real time Because of the number of cases

20 Because the number of cases We did 65 cases

21 per day sometimes upwards was to wmar on us

22 Sc is it did understand you correctly that

23 because of the number of patients rolling through that you

24 didri1t have time to put down the accurate times on the record

25 Yeah
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Is that why the formu was used

Yes sir

With regard to the volume lets talk about that

for moment You saio you never worked out in the

prepLoedure area where the patients come into the facility

ano siqn in is that right

No that that was typically LPN5 that did

hat

Okay So when you dealt with the patients it

10 was minly in chat area where they recovered

11 Mm--hmm

12 Im goinc to show you what has been admitted as

13 St0tes 118 That ptotograph do you see that

14 Yes

15 And if move this over little hit to the

16 richt ard you look at the left hand sde of the picture

17 Mm hrnm

18 do you see these doorways

19 Yes

20 along here

21 Yes

22 Do you know what those doorways are to

23 The first doorway this one

24 Okay Oo ahead and just circle it or mark it

25 for us
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was procedure room That second doorway

no this one was the scope cleaning room

Okay

And the third doorw0y back here that was

another procedure room

So procecure room scope room procedure room

And then this room was the preop room and then

the discharge room was OF this side

The tie sioe thats where the camera is

10 Yes

11 is standing Okay

12 Yes

13 So basical off camera directly behind the

14 person

15 Right

16 takino the picture

17 Correct

18 Now in ttat picture can you clear that for

19 us again

20 Mmhmn

21 Im goino to slide ths over just little bit

22 Do you see those beds I-ow theyre lned up

23 Yes

24 Does it appear as thouoh the head of the bed is

25 toward the middle part of the room
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The head of the bed was its towards us yes

Okay

Because its

So did that mean

tie head

the foot of the bed is is over on this

sos of the bed

That1s correct

Is that the way that you you did things

10 Th0t you had the beds positioned in that way

11 Yes

12 Was there reason for the way that the

13 harino the people feet first versus head first

14 We stood here and here okay The people were

positioned that way assumed this so that we could you

16 know watch their breathing things like that

17 Did it have anything to do with being able to

18 move tnem in and out of those rooms more rapidly

19 Let me tiink Because when they went ir the

20 rooms they went in feet first

21 Well let me show you one of the rooms This is

22 122 Let me zoom out Arid if you can clear that for us

23 agnin

24 Mm hmm

25 And Ill represent to you that this is taken
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from tue doorway area toward end of the room Do you see the

position

Rioht

of the bed there

Yes

Do you see this pillow dere at the end of the

bec

Now if they were goinG to have an NOD done

They would go in head first

10 Richt

11 If they were going to have eolonoseopy done

12 They would in feet first

13 Okay When the patients cane out Im going

14 bacK to well actoally let want to go to 119 That

15 so has the same orientation of the bed of the feet toward

16 -he wal and the head toward the middle of the room

17 Yes

18 When they came out of the recovery room is that

19 the way the3 went in and were

20 Yes

21 basically lined up

22 Yes

23 Where was the suction equipment and things like

24 that located

25 Back here
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So on the wall aver here

Yes

Do you know if the if the tubing reached

around from that point to the front of the bed or did the

beds have to be turned around to use suction

No we would have an extension tubing for those

Would you have to hook that up

Yes

Okay So if there was problem youd have to

10 hook up an extension tubing or turn the around or

11 something

12 Right Correct

13 Did that happen ver often that there were

14 problems

15 No

16 Co ahead and clear that if you would Now the

17 whole you talked about the speed of the procedures that

18 were or not the speed but the the health how many

19 patients were moving through

20 The turnover Mu hiun

21 Did you consider that to be high

22 Yes Yes

23 Did you consider it to be too high

24 Yes

25 Did it tax you axid the other staff the speed
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and turnover of those patients on day to day basis

Itdld

Was it something that you ever complained about

to anybody

We did We complained to tc Jeff Krueger

who was the manager We to the office manager We

complained to Tonya Rushing who was the ant tie

administrator so to speak We had sad something Dr

Desai

10 Now you just pointed to sorrebody in court Do

11 you see Dr Desai in court

12 Yes

13 Can you point to him and oescribe somethino that

14 hes wearing for the record please

15 Dr Desai is sitting right there He has blue

16 shirt on dark blue suit

17 MR STAUDAHER Will the record ref lert the ideruity

18 Your Honor

19 THE COURT It will

20 BY MR STADDAHER

21 So when you talked to Dr Desai about that

22 complained to him what was his response

23 Really we werent given response

24 He didnt say anything

25 No
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Was this something that you did more han once

to him

Yes Yes

lot of times

Quite few

And every time you brought it up to him he

didnt respond at alil

No And we brought it up during staff meetinos

to Jeff and to Tonyc ard the numbers the procedure numbers

10 would go down for little hit and then they would gradually

11 just come back up So

12 Did you ever hear Dr Desai yelling at the st0ff

13 about speed issues about not going fast enough anythino like

14 that

15 Yes

16 Was that regular thing

17 Yes

18 When he was in the facility was there was

19 there difference in the atmosphere how the staff acted or

20 how you acted when he was there versus when he wasnt there

21 Yes you know when when Dr Desai was there

22 things went went lot more quickly than they did while the

23 other doctors were there The the procedures were done in

24 more quick manner than they were like Desai went and Dr

25 Carrera or Dr Carroll were there Dr Sharma
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During the time that you were there and Im

talking about the just at this point just the shear

numbers of patients ano the speed at which the procedures are

done all of those kinus of things did you ever have concern

tdrt there was any thee was any potential problem that

might occur wih patient

Wedid

Dic you voce those corcerns

We did We addressed those dt staff meetings

10 We addressed those that you know we never had thought to

11 this magnitude but we had thought that maybe there may be

12 perforations hings ike thdt because the procedures were

13 done very guickly

14 So if understand you correctly you said that

15 you had concerns over patient safety essentially

16 Yes

17 Ano that you voiced those concerns

18 Yes

19 Do you ever voice those directly to Dr Desai

20 Yes

21 What was his response when that happened

22 Nothing Nothing really

23 Whenever you voiced concerns to him whether it

24 was patient safety or speed or volume or whatever was did

25 he ever respond at all
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No

Would he just look at you

Usually Usually Ann you knov lik said

we we staff members had no idea tLat scmethirg to this

rhis magnitude was goirg to happen We thoioht th0 ou1d

be like said like like perfor0tion tr somethirg

like that to where tne proceduxes were oone so cucklv ttat

you know maybe you know maybe the scope miobt perforate

the colon you know Thats what we thouoht

10 Well along those lines mein ou say you

11 didnt expect this

12 No

13 meaning the are you talking about the

14 infections that occurred

15 Im talking about the infections yes

16 So is it fair to sai then that you knew

17 something would happen or thought something vvould happen but

18 not this particular thing

19 And that thats correct And th0t is wfy we

20 complained about the number of the cases that we were doing

21 Did you feel that doinc things like the not

22 even having enough time to put down the right time off off

23 clock that if you didnt have enough time to do that that

24 there was

25 That was concern
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There were other issues liKe that

yes

You spoke of tYe different doctors and how

quickly they did proceoures In comparison with Dr Desai

were the other doctors faster slower or tue same

Saly th0t ag0in and repfrase

Th ow did Dr Desal compare to the other

doctors in the speeo

Okdy

10 of the procedures tfat he did

11 Dr Desai was quickest

12 Ano when ou sdy quick we the we

13 understand the two mar procedures were upper endoscopies and

14 colonoscopies that corect

15 Correct Correct

16 Upper enooscopies how long would it take him to

17 do one of those

18 Two turee minutes

19 Wha about co onoscopy

20 flve minutes maybe

21 So when these records are showinc that the

22 patients in the room for 30 minutes or so was that

23 happening

24 MR SANTACROCE Im going to object to foundation

25 Which her knowledge is to which patient mean this is
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nket statement

THE COURT Stdtt yuwT question cgain

BY MR STAUDAHER

With regard to you sad showed ou that

anesthesia record

Mmhrrn

do you remember that

Mmhrrm

30 minute window

10 Mmhmm

11 showed you that chart also and

12 Mmbrim

13 can come back and show you this chart

14 again and for the actual day of the 21st

15 MR STAUDAHER Arid you know what Your Honor Im

16 just cong to Im going to put it up here so with the

17 other one so its ittle easier for

18 THE COURT Okay The tfe smdll

19 MR STAUDAHER the jury

20 THE COURT version

21 MR STAUDAHER The smaller version

22 THE COURT Okay And thats Exhibit

23 MR STAUDAHER This is Exhibit 156

24 THE COURT All right

25 MR STAUDAHER Okay
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BY MR STAUDAHER

Nw Im jast gono to slide this over to the

calculated time on tee anesthesia records

MR SANTACROCE Im going to object Your Honor

BY MR STAUDAHER

The seine one showed iou up there

THE COURT hel let let him sk the question

MR SANTACROCE Okdy

THE COURT mecn so far Yes just directing her to

10 what he wants her to ook dt Im not sure what the question

11 is going to be so..

12 BY MR STAUDAHER

13 This is this and Ill represent to you

14 that thIs char comes from single cay the 21st which was

15 one of the records thdt snowed you just moment ago of the

16 okay

17 Okay

18 You see ths column here where its got the

19 anesthesia times for tfese patients

20 Yes

21 And can you actually see those

22 Mm hrnm Yes

23 If go all the way down you see they are

24 predominantly greater than 30 minutes all of them

25 Yes
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And theres total of 63 patients on that day

Mmhrnm

Oh Does that even comport with reality of what

you saw in the rooms

MR SANTACROCE Im oolng to object Your Honor

This is September st 2007 report She testifieo she

wasnt employed at tuat time there

THE COURT Okay Wc is the question is

okay think the question is is this day these times

10 is that representative is that consistent with what you

11 Observed on other days Was that your question

12 MR STAUDAFFR Essentially yeah

13 THE COURT eah

14 THE WITNESS Okay So In asking you to make me

15 sure that Ive got it straiqht

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 Okay

18 Are you askino me if the ruriber of paflents that

19 was done on this day was was the norm for for day

20 Well lets talk abaut that first Well were

21 looKing at about 63 patients on this date Was than ambut the

22 norm of what you would experience

23 That was about the norm yes sir

24 Okay Were those patents individual

25 patients the ones you know about because youre in both
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in recovery and procedure room right

Yes

Was were those patients in those procedure

rooms for 30 plus minutes each

No

lot were they for lot more than that or

lot ecs than That

For the most part it lasts less than that 10

rrinutes maybe 15

10 Thats about the time that it would take for

11 patient in those rooms

12 Yes sir

13 Im goino to ask you about time when was

14 There ever any kind of celebration oanner anything like that

15 for hitting certain number of patients in month

16 Yes Yes

17 Can you tell us about that

18 cant remember what year it was but we

19 lets see we hao done thousand patients in month and

20 there was dinner ano that was given for us because we had

21 done so many patients

22 So us mean was that is that fair that

23 you were having the dinner because you had hit that number

24 Yes Yes

25 want to talk to you also about couple of
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things the procedore room Lets tal lets go bac to

there for minute Was there any issue wIth regard to

supp ies Not using supplies or reusing supplies Anything

lke tmit in the clinc

We the supplies that we used it was told

-o us from you know Dr Desai Tonya even Jeff that the

suppies this needec to be not wasted that needed to th

or midl with the supplies Some of the things that we did

we cut hux in half to save money The techs were instructed

10 not to use too much KY t0d bit if they would use more than

11 th0t they got ir trouble

12 You know that those were the things that thew

13 about We we werent we they didnt have blankets

14 or the pat en If we did give patient sheet to over

15 up with we we were reprimanded for that

16 Well lets talk about the sheets for mirute

17 You scio no blankets Wh7 no blankets

18 We didnt have any

19 Okay Tfe sheets Now youve got patient

20 when would you give patient sheet Why would you even do

21 thct

22 If they were cold When they were

23 So youve got

24 on the gurney

25 cold patient Im sorry
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They were laying on the gnrney and they were

cld

So youve got cold patient and the only thing

you have is sheet to put over them

Correct

And if you put sheet over tnem what you

said you got reprimanded

Yes Yes sir

Was there ever situatons where nurses would

10 just do it anyway and put sheets on the patients

11 Yeah we did it gmite few times and

12 Was there any precauton you tad to take if Dr

13 Desai was around and you were using sheets in that manner

14 We would take the sheet off of the patient

15 before we wheeled them into the room

16 Why did you do that

17 Because we would get reprinnded if the sheet

18 was on the patient because he would say that thdt costs money

19 So you would physically tcJce the sheet off

20 before Dr Desai would see that you Yad

21 Yes

22 used one

23 Yes

24 Did you ever see Dr Desai take sheets off of

25 patients themselves like that If he saw sheet being
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used

Yeah

and he just grabbed one off of the patient

Yeah

What would he do with the sheet

Put it under the bed

For reuse on another patient

For us yeah for us to reuse

So hed just take the sheet off of off

10 patient fold it up or whatever and put it unoe- the bed

11 Put it under

12 for reuse on

13 the bed

14 another patient

15 Yes sir

16 And then yell at you because youd used sheeC

17 Yes sir

18 Now with regard to other items you mentioned

19 the KY Jelly you mentioned these chux are these those on ote

20 side theyre theyre absorbent and on the other sioe

21 theyre nonabsorbent

22 Exactly Theyre blue

23 Abeut how big were they

24 Probably probably about that big

25 Were they square
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Probably that big and about that wide maybe

Su

THE COURT So shes indicating

BY MR STAUDAHER

for the record

Yes

and going to do th0t right now For the

record is that were talking about about this far

apart

10 About that yes

11 And for the record does that appear to be about

12 feet Or two and Yalf feet something like that

13 Yes Yes

14 And were they square or were they narrower than

15 rhey were long

16 Square

17 Okay So about two anc half to three feet

18 About three by

19 by two and half

20 three

21 About three by three

22 ish

23 Okay So not did you ever see chux that

24 was eight feet long

25 No
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Six feet long

No Theyre pretty much just standard

So you and you said that you cut those in

half

size

save money

Yes

What about things like four by fours Do you

know what those are The little gauze

10 Yes Yes

11 things

12 Of course

13 Any issue with using too many of those

14 We didnt use those the nurses The teohs

15 did you know

16 Were you ever in room where Dr Desai yelled

17 at somebody for using too many of those Not you but somebody

18 else

19 That went on with the KY Jelly

20 So botfl

21 yeah

22 items

23 Yes

24 The KY Jelly and

25 Yes
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the four by fours

Yes

What about tape Any issue with regard to tape

No

Using

No

you know what Im talkino about For liKe

the P/s and things like that

Yeah none that recall

10 Okay What about alcohol pads Anything along

11 those lnes

12 Not that ecall

13 Now the propofol do you know what that is

14 Mn hum

15 What is it used for

16 Propof ol is its what they used to put people

17 to sleep Its an anesthetic

18 Was it used in the cYnic

19 It was

20 Did you see it used in the ciini

21 Yes

22 With regard to that did you ever hear Dr Desai

23 telling the CPNAs anythinc about the use of the propofol

24 Restricting its use anything like that Dont use too much

25 The only thing that ever heard was on certain
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occasions people would start waking wake up and he wds

ike come on want this done Dont give them any more

So when you say the3i were wakino up wha were

they dong Were they just twitchinc little bit or were

they moving

They were moaning and you know mien mien you

know

Were they moving arouno

Yes

10 Okay When they were home tndt was the

11 anesthetist trying to give them more propofol when Dr Desai

12 would yell at them

13 At times yes

14 Would did that happen on what kino of

15 frequency are we talking about that that kind of thing would

16 happen

17 You know like just sac tne last couple

18 years that was there primarily was in recovery So not so

19 much in the procedure room but when wis in the procedure

20 room like like to say was in there five to six times

21 wee maybe

22 You were in there five or six times week Or

23 you

24 Well Im just giving it in general as

25 If was maybe dont Know maybe three
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four times day

Su three ur fuur times

At least

day that would happen

Yes

Ano the limited times you were in he mom

Yes

Now what about the otLer side or where

procedure is gorg to start axd you know the\ mu ove

10 anesthesia before procedure right

11 Riqht

12 Anc then the procedure would gc on is that the

13 way understand it

14 Thats correct

15 Would there ever be situaticns that mu

16 witnessed where Dr Desai specificaly would stmt procecures

17 or berore aneshesi0 was given

18 Yes Yes

19 What kinc of frequency are we talkirn about

20 rherc Same thinu or less or more

21 You know maybe little less mean for the

22 most part the anesthesiologist pretty much made sure that the

23 people were sleeping But when we were doing these these

24 mass amounts of patients and we were really bringinci them in

25 brinuing them out brnging them in bringing them out then
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there may have been times not may have been there were

wi ti1 that tiJe pdtis1t w5Nt quwt aslp ypt dUd

the procedure would start

Anh wou this do you see this with any other

doctor beside Dr Desai

No

Ano Uqar the frequency kno that you

weren1t in there wole lot but in the times you were there

in typical week how many times would that happen rouohly

10 couple well two three maybe

11 Now did you ever hear Dr Desai braggirg about

12 how fast he coulo do procedures anythrg like that

13 Yes

14 Dio was that more than once Was That

15 something he would do

16 Quite often

17 Would it be fair dlo you ever hear Desai

18 talk about wanting to oo more procedures As many as he could

19 do that kind of thing

20 Well you see thats what haupened We

21 we were doing about 45 procedures oay and then in probably

22 2007 beginning of tne year 2006 maybe maybe they had

23 just started increasino the number of patients at that time

24 So Itm not sure what you want what what

25 What question Im askirg
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whets the giestion yeah

Diu Obdl tXL55 11 d14/ wdy thdt dn

wanted to do more patients all of the time essentially

Well yean

Or trien tc cc mear know that physically

is

Imeaf

what yourc describing happened but dio he

ever say that That he wnted tr more patients

10 You know as fdr as the internal workinos of the

11 endoscopy center we didnt really have much to do with that

12 That would have been discussed 15 the doctors meetings the

13 anesthesiologist Tonya they they didnt want

14 privy to tfat type of information

15 As far as the total patient load though that

16 youre talking about that wher it was high like youre

17 describng

18 Mmbmm

19 do you know wtat the term dcuble and triple

20 booked things like that

21 Yes

22 means

23 Yes

24 Was anything like that going on in the clinic

25 It was
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Arid describe or us what that means as far as

yuur xpiitnc in clinic goes

Double and triple booking is when you book

someone for like 900 appointment nd then you book two

more pecple for that same time to be dore at that time So

So thats whdt youre talking about

that means that at 900 instead of having one

patient to have colonoscopy or EGD you have three patients

that are scheduled for procedure at that same paricular

10 time

11 So would that be triple booking then if there

12 were trree

13 That would be triple yes

14 And did that happen in the clinic

At least double sometimes triple yes

16 Now speaking of that in part of what you did

17 dio you ever 00 out ano get patients or call patients bacK to

18 have teir proceoures none Did you ever go out to the to

19 -he waiting room to see if it was crowded or not crowned that

20 kind of tning

21 We did We went out there and

22 What was it like

23 It was standing room only most of the time And

24 when we did rail patients back on numerous occasions we

25 would call patients hack and when we finally call them back
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everybody else would stand up and ap and be like yay you

know dnd

Youre telling me that the people out in the

are we talking about the nurses

No were talking about the people in the

waiting room would just stand up and clap wnen

Because somebody was goinc back

Because somebody was coming back because they

had w0ited for so long

10 Do you know where youve mentioned that area

11 on that and this is lets go back to know its kind

12 of diffIcult to see but on Exhibit 118 the room right in

13 here thats between the two procedure rooms

14 Yes

15 that was you said what was that room

16 The scope cleaning room

17 Did you ever go in there

18 Yes

19 Did you ever see scopes minging up at the

20 beginning of the day

21 Yes

22 Did you those chux that we talked about

23 those nonabsorbent on one side absorbent on the other side

24 Right

25 did you see those underneath the scopes
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Yes sir Thats where we put them Thats wfly

cut thu wu put thubti uiidtr th 3uuts budusu dt

ncht they would wasn the scopes you know for the next day

Well mean theyd wash them like throughout the day but

Then night heyd clean the scopes and then theyd hang

Those up there and then the chux would catch the excess

water things like tuat from the scope

Dic you ever see any stuff underneath the scopes

when you came in

10 saw feces on occasion that had dripped from

11 the scopes and personally went in and told the tech that

12 why is dte- shoonirg in the scopes at that time You need to

13 wash tat You need to resanitize because its there is

14 feces thats dripping or that had dripped It was dry

15 want to ask one last area The back in the

16 procedure rooms

17 Mm hmm

18 when youre in tLe procedure room did you

19 pay attention no mucHi to what the CPNA was doing the

20 anesthesia person was coing How they were putting people to

21 sleep What they were using

22 Not not really Where we were we were in

23 the drck of the room by the door and do you have that

24 picture

25 States 122 Do need to go back out
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Do you have the

Th other dictiun

No thats good The coctor stood here okay

Okay

This was the rronitor tf at they tha they

looKed at when they were doing the procedure The tech stood

beside them The nurse anesthetist stood on this side of the

bee The bed was more in the middle And then the door was

bcicc here

10 Where the picture has been token from

11 From tne doorway

12 Okay

13 Okay The doer as back here and we were back

14 by the door on over the bed table and thats where we

15 stood

16 Okay

17 Okay

18 So when youre back

19 Now do have to say that on occasion we would

20 come up and help help the well tech give pressure when

21 it was needed

22 Okay

23 And we would have to go like around the bed

24 and help them

25 Will you clear that screen for me please
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Sure

Im julng tu shuw yuu 124 Stdt5 124

Mm hrnm

which is from the bed locking back into the

room the opposite direction of anc Im Ill flip between

them so you -an see them So 122

Mm-hmm

do you see railinc of the bed here

Yes

10 And then the next one wi be from perspective

11 of the camera shooting this direction

1/ Okay

13 okay

14 Okay

15 Do you see that

16 Yes

17 You mentioned that you would oe sitting

18 somewhere in that area is that right

19 No

20 Oh no

21 We would be sitting the door was do you

22 see where the trash can is

23 Mm-hmm

24 At least did The door yeah is over here

25 This particular table we would put off over there
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So thats where you would sit

bucdubu iight huru it would liavu boos iii thu

way because the doctor and then the tech stood there

Okay When you were in the room did you ever

see the CPNAs administering propofo to the patients

On occasion

Did you eve_ see CPNA reusing single syringe

on the same patient

Yes

10 when you got bottle of propofol and

11 just want to make sure you know what Im talking about

12 bottle of propofol with syringe goes in draws it up goes

13 into tiLe patient maybe even changes the needle goes back

14 into the pLopofol again Did you ever see that

15 Yes

16 happer

17 Yes sir

18 So you saw that occur

19 Yes

20 Did you ever see any open bottles of propofol no

21 from one oatient to another

22 Not that can recall

23 Thats fine Now speaking of one patient to

24 another did you ever see the CPNAs moving from one room to

25 another for any reason during the day
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Generally they now this was right before

left they wuuld ca in third CNA to relieve fr

lunches okay But occasionally and think that for the

most part they tried to keep their same rooms

Okay

But that didnt always happen There were times

that they switched rooms like if like lets say Ron was

in one room Linoa was in another room and Vinny caine in and

Virny was kind of releved for lunch Maybe Vinny relieved

10 Linda and Linda came back and got relieved for Ron but she

11 would go to Rons room and then Ron would go to lunch axid

12 then and wed ann we would just switch rooms do you

13 know what mean

14 Okay So there was at

15 So

16 least movement around lunchtime

17 Yes

18 from room to

19 Yes

20 room

21 Yes

22 What about when there was just two CRNA5 and

23 they needed to relieve for lunch for example Would you see

24 something along those lines

25 You know quite honestly dont know if
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when there was only two CNAs if they tooK iuriicY Im not

5Uie

Going back for moment to Sttes 156 Do you

see this

Minhrnm

And lets see is that the correct way Lets

start off on the on the top part here Anc ee coing to

move to the line that has CPNA in it

Okay

10 do you see that this particular case

11 its Keth Mathahs

12 Keith Okay

13 All the way down the inc unti get here

14 Mmhmm

And its around the noon hour

16 Mmhrnm

17 You see his name at east appeals in this room

18 around here

19 So

20 Do you see that

21 what it looks like to me is

22 MR SANTACROCE Im going to object Your Honor

23 Hes asked

24 THE COURT Yeah thats sustained Thats

25 sustained
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Okay And it it its until then you

were not aware of any particular po icy about use of propofol

multi or single correct

Yes that would be correct

Okay And you you thougnt nothing of it

correct You didnt even think there needed to be such

policy place until this investigation happened correct

didnt think the CRNA5 needed to be

instructed on aseptic technique because its something that

10 should have been standard part of their training

11 Okay Because anc think you put it at

12 point in your statements that dont need to tell the CRNA5

13 how to propofol and they dont need to tell me how to snare

14 Yes thats correct

15 Okay And so you you werent aware of any

16 non aseptic techniques taking place before the investigation

17 That is correct

18 And you werent aware of any improper use of

19 propofol correct

20 That is correct

21 You youre aware that with propofol there

22 are there were multi use vials correct

23 understand that at one time there were

24 Okay And the wth multi use vials they

25 can be used on more than one patient and
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Any multi use vial can be used on more than

one patent as lung a5 aseptic echnique is adheed tu

Ocay And aseptic technique when were

ralking about multi ase vials would be not reusing needle

ano syrnge that had been used on patient

Correct

to reenter the vial or of course on an

other patient

Correct

10 right And even if multi dosing what

11 call multi dosing using propofol for more than one patient

12 it would be fine if new needle new syringe is used each time

13 youre entering the vial

14 If you have multi dose vial and you are

15 following aseptic technigue that is certainly acceptable

16 Okay And what just the example gave

17 is aseptic technique correct

18 Yes you did

19 And you were not aware just to reiterate of

20 any non aseptic technique that was taking place

21 That is correct

22 Now did you understand the the issue on

23 multi using of propofol had to do with its shelf life what

24 call its shelf life dont know what you guys call it

25 suppose propofol just like any other
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medication has an expiration date

Okay What you oil it the have so

long to use it once open it the first time puncture the

rubber seal It then has life thdt

dont know tilt phrase specifically

Okay But

But understno your concept

Okay And thct was an issue with propofol

multi use vials is your understandinc

10 Yes because that permitted bacterial

11 overgrowth after amount of time

12 Okay

13 And dont know the paraireter and dont

14 know the proper phrase ether

15 Okay Do you know there was an amount of time

16 do you know if there ws an amount of time like the first

17 time if open propofol and tile the sealed cap off

18 Uh huh

19 and then enter the ruboer bladder do you

zO know how long it is then good to continue to use

21 As Ive just stated dont know the

22 parameter dont know the time

23 Okay You testified on direct examination

24 this morning about your generating your notes on the computer

25 program after youve completed procedure
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-3

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

diont quite

coincide with

wdrt you were

yes

wat

was date thar

date rather

and computers
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That correct

OKay And then dropped down or typed in but

you comp etc your note on the procedure and then you sign it

by hittng the

The electonic signature yes

Olcay And then that puts date and time

Yes tfats date and time stamped

OKay Then you were asked question that

follow about do those times synchronize or

anything else in the practice think thats

asked

heY eve was asked something like that

Okay

And the question then it timekeepinc And

ches clocks on the wall what have you other

dont know th0t they were synchronized

OKay

From reviewing the records know that there

was wrong in one of the procedure rooms

Okay Youre talkino about that August 21st

than showing September 21st

Yes the month was incorrect

Okay But you you stated that the monitors

in the think in the different procedure

people

monitors
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rooms werent synchronized

dont know if they were or they were not

do not have that information

Okay Why would ou have it

Im sorry

Why would you have know the answer to that

Why wouldnt have known tte answer to

No why would you

Please restate your question more

10 specifically

11 Did you discuss this subject with someone

12 No

13 Okay But no the subject of synchronized

14 times on the computers and monitors

15 was asked by Mr Stauddher this morning if

16 the times were synchronized and said dont know dont

17 know that they were or werent

18 Okay This morning not not in court

19 Correct

20 Okay This was the meeting beforehand

21 Yeah but dont know if toe times were

22 synchronized or not

23 Okay

24 Its that simple

25 Well why does that matter
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Well it matters when you start to put

tuoethe ecunstiuctiun of events fot anything that happened

at any time and any iocation that youre interested in puttinc

together

OKay Well what time problem is there Do

you have any id as or some problem with times in this case

dont know that can reliably answer that

question fo you AltYough will say this that its

important timeline be constructed as accurately as possib

10 OKay And would you say those doctor

11 generated signature times are an accurate way to ladder the

12 procedores

13 What does lander mean

14 Ladder Im sorry Ladder put them in order

15 up the adder

16 Oh laoder You mean as far well lets

17 just

18 Well it takes out

19 Ill tell you this this this is your

20 watch and it may be five minutes off And you say you

21 started something at 800 a.m but it was actually 805 and

22 then you ended and you started something again at 900 a.m

23 but its really 905 You know the point is that you can

24 order one case after another in appropriate fashion because

25 youre using the same timekeeping device So would say from
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that perspective yes its dccurate

Okciy

Would you know the xact tmes N0L if the

watch was wrong

All rcht But if but if youre usinc tfe

same clock throughout the day even if its wrong uhe times

and in between would be correct rigit

Oh you mean the lencth of time

Right

10 Well if the computer wGs actually accurately

11 keeping time yes Im not computer euro 50

12 Okay

13 Sorry would say the answer is probably

14 yes

15 MR WRIGHT Almost done Your Honor

16 THE COURT All right

17 BY MR WRIGHT

18 Oh your famous press conference where you had

19 to give the statement that RR and otners wrote Tell us what

20 the statement was

21 It had something to co with recognition of the

22 fact an event had occurred It had something to do with

23 hiring experts to investigate this And it had something to

24 do with trying to assure that nothinc like this would ever

25 happen again and it had something to do with reestablishing
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he conmriunitys fait in the facility And it had something

tu du wth nut buino ubli tu ariswet additiuiicil ouustiuns bdsud

on lega advice

Oay So was there rrean there was guite

build ur heie ir tre courtroom as to the evolution of how

you had to co -o this press conference and read this

statement Was there anything in that statement you disagreed

with

The statement itself was merely stating

10 commitment to loocing into this and to taking safeguards as

11 rnioht be appropriate so

12 Doyou

13 triat something

14 Excuse me

15 like this could not happen again

16 Oicay And you agreed wholeheartedly with the

17 position taken by the center your partners and yourself

18 correct

19 cant dont have the statement in front

20 of me sc cant reed every line ano it wasnt somethino

21 authored However taking measures to safeguard the community

22 agree with Theres nothing wrong with that In fact its

23 laudable Its something that should be the case

24 Patient recovery room is still the CRNAs

25 responsibility even though he may be working on new patient
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correct

wueld scy yes the responsibility uf tIe

CRNA and of the nurse thats in the recovery room

All roht Or or an anesthesiologist

Yes and that frecmently happens in the

hospita The anesthesiologist wil he called back if

Ocay

theres any concern in toe recovery room

An anesthesiologist may be responsible for

10 given patient he is tending to plus one in the recovery room

11 correct

12 Yes think that would be fair sratement

13 The September 21 2007 want to be clear on

14 something You realize from the events of that day that Mr

15 Meana thats what we call the source patient was

16 MS WECKERLY Thats incorrect

17 THE COURT Yeah you misstated

18 MR WRICET That was misstated

19 THE COURT You said Mr Meana Ycu mean Mr

20 Rubino

21 MS WECKERLY Rubino

22 THE WITNESS Thats correct

23 THE COURT Or or the other source patient

24 MR WRIGHT No no thats the one

25 THE COURT Okay
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THE WITNESS Rubino

BY MR WRIGHT

Rubino early in the day procedure done early

in the day correct

Yes

Known Yeptitis positive patient correct

My understanding is yes

Okay And and that was perfectly proper

ethical exactly the way its done correct

10 The way what is done sir

11 There has been suggestions weve heard of liKe

12 you should take hep patients at the end of the day

13 think thats that is suggestion that

14 was borne in bygone era before hepatitis was well

15 understood At the times of these events and certainly at

16 present it doesnt make any differences because if the

17 eguipment is properly sterilized it kills the virus so thats

18 not an ssue

19 OKay Back hack in the day if there was

20 hep patient

21 Uh huh

22 he got his own yellow scope

23 Yes

24 Okay mean that was before back in the

25 day right
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Well probably talkino in toe ea ly 1980s

perhcxps

Okay And how long procedurR takes for an

upper what we call the uppers in here

Uhhuh

is there any guidelre or time on that

Not that Irr aware nf

Oay And for the owers the colonoscopies

you youve indicated about 20 minutes

10 six minute withdrawal time is the standard

11 guideline

12 Okay

13 thats adhered to most often

14 And thats hotly debated topic wi hin the

15 Yes it is

16 gastroenterologist

17 Yes

18 circle

19 Theres some theres some reports and

20 literature of lesser times others say its irrelevant

21 depends on the experierce of the endoscoplst

22 Okay That non compete clause what call

23 the non compete provision in the partnership agreement is

24 that Las Vegas kind of thing

25 cant tell you if it exists in other
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communities or not would expect that It does to some

extent bow pOal it It Is tfluogh tUR muIcal cunmunity In

this country oont know but its not uncommon In Las Vegas

In my opinion beoause Ive beard it in other praotioes where

there were iRsues with non oompete oThuse

Okay Tbonk you sr
THE COURT All right Lambs and gentlemer lets

go ahead and take our break until 335

And ourino tYe break youre reminded not to discuss

10 the case or anytl ng relating to the case with each other or

11 with anyone else Youre not to ream watch listen to any

12 reports of or commentaries on the case person or subject

13 matter relatino to tne case And please dont form or express

14 an opinon on The trial Notepads in your chairs and please

15 follow the bailiff through the rear door

16 Jury recessed at 322 p.m
17 THE COURT And Doctor orce again

18 THE WITNESS Do give this back to you

19 THE COURT during the brief break dont discuss

20 your testimony wth anybody else

21 Court recessed at 322 p.m until 338 p.m
22 Inside the presence of the jury

23 THE COURT All right Court is now back in

24 session

25 And Mr Santacroce are you ready to begin your
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cross examination

MR SANTACROCE Yes Your Hunur Thank you

THE COURT All right

CROSS EXANINAT ION

BY MR SANTACROCE

Good afternoon Doctor

Good afternoon sir

My name is Rick Santacroce represent Mr

Lakeman Pm going to ask you some questions this afternoon

10 about my recollection of your testimony If my recollection

11 is different thaxi yours please stop me and tell me what your

12 recollection is Okay dont intend tc get into battle

13 of the ords with you today Okay

14 Okay

15 Youre currently in practice with Dr Carrol

16 and Dr Vish Sharma is that correct

17 Yes that is correct

18 And how long have you been in practice with

19 them

20 Since December 2011

21 Okay Arid you formed partnership with them

22 Yes

23 You are fully licensed to practice medicine

24 Absolutely

25 Arid are you board certified
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Yes am

Is Di CdLLcl bucftd crtifid

Yes he is

And Dr Vish Sharma

Yes he is

Now you testified that there was period of

time when your license was suspended for about year arid

half is that correct

April z008 to July 2009 It wasnt suspended

10 was enjoined from practicing medicine by restraining

11 order

12 And that injunction was issued by whom

13 The State Board of Medical Examiners

14 So you still had License you were just

15 enjoined from practicing for that period

16 That is correct

17 And believe that the basis for that

18 injunct on had nothing to do with necligent treatment of

19 patients is that correct

20 Im not exactly sure on all the details but

21 this is my understandng to you is tf at the injunctIon was in

22 place while they investigated and It hd to do with the

23 treatment of patients at the Endoscopy Center of Southern

24 Nevada

25 Okay Didnt you give testimony and an
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interview or in front of the Grand Jur where you said tYat

he Baard was enjaininc yuu becauce yUU ocrit axarcise yuur

management authority if proper way

That is matter of public record and what it

says is that and let me try to think hmct the wordino more

precisely The and should have neen should have

ht shouldnt associate with faci ltv where dont have

an appropriate level of control over policies and pronedures

ht affected patient care Thats pretty close to wiat heir

10 wording was Its public record though You car see it on

11 their website

12 No just want your uncerstanding of it

13 Oh

14 And so what they were saying basially was

15 that if you didnt have that author1ty to exercise or didnt

16 exercise that authority you should have either left or

17 exercised the authority correct

18 My assumption from what the cutcome of their

19 investigation and sanctions was that should have position

20 where had more control over polices and proeduLes So

21 think were saying the same thing in that respect

22 think so And basically youre familiar

23 with the concept of the captain of the ship doctrine correct

24 its applicable in some states yes

25 In theory what is that doctrine
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In tneory it is that the doctor who is in

prucdur ruurn 15 recpuisible for dn3/ and evarything thdt goes

on in that proceoure room dont know that thats Nevada

situation though

Nell represent to you that other doctors

that worked at tYe ciric have used that term and felt that

hey were captdir tie ship Is your testimony that you

didnt believe you were the captain of the ship

wc just stating that its applicable in

10 some states oont know if it is Nevada or not dont

11 think it is but

12 Ocay want to get your feeling as to what

13 you belIeved when you walked into that procedure room Who

14 was in charge

15 beL eve that there are multiple individuals

16 in charge each are responsible for their area of expertise

17 their area of ureatment And do believe that there are

18 times when somethinc ray happen that the physician of record

19 in sense of lets just say surgeon or an operating

20 physician may not be aware of everything thats goinc on in

21 room Of course you understard how that would be

22 Yes

23 humanly not possble

24 Well youre not saying that the 01 tech in

25 the room had any kind of control or authority over you are
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you

in nut saying thuy Lad cuntrul Ot authority

over me no

Arid youre not sayino that the nurse in the

room had any kind of control or author ty over you are you

The nurse

Yeah

No Im not saying tYat

In fact those individuils acted upon your

10 drection isnt that true

11 Thats not necessarily true Its

12 cooperative effort

Jo Okay Well you relate an experience where

14 you were in procedure room with Mr Lakeman and you believed

thct patient was corning out of anesthesia

16 Yes did

17 And you directed Mr Lakeman to re induce

18 propcfo into that patient didnt you

19 Thats not entirely true asked him if it

20 was safe to administer more And he said yes and said

21 well lets please do that And you know he as cooperating

22 with me in caring for the patient

23 And didnt you relate that the conversation

24 went something like Mr Lakeman said thtt Dr Desai didnt

want us to use more than 20 ccs of propofol on panient
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Yes thats absolutely true

And dlorrt yuu say dont care what Dr Desal

said

Thats true

And based on that directive

He could still have said no

He didnit though did he

He didnt But look 0t that as being more

of cooperative effort and both of us working for he welfare

10 of the patient

11 want to talk to you about the events that

12 occurred on September 21st of 2007 Look on your monitor

13 there want to show you States Exhibit 156

14 Thats pretty small

15 Yeah Let me see if can zoom in

16 Thats good there

17 OKay Im going to move over to this big TV

18 because can see anything on there either You can look

19 over there If you can read it thats fine Im just going

20 to turn my back to you little bit and apologize for that

21 Do you see the orange stripe across there

22 Yes at the top

23 Yeah guess Im going to have to move that

24 over little bit because we dont have the patient name

25 Tell me when you can see the patient name
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see it now

OKiy Th uing tiip dcrLss th tup theit

rht was Kenne-h Rubino believe correct

Yes correct

And if you move over coup of cIurnns yoi

can see the doctor that performed that procedure or Kenneth

Rubino who was that

Clifford Carrol

Okay Then there was another uroedure on

10 Patient 55C Do you see that

11 Yes do

12 Okay Now want you to drep down to Cioria

13 Orellna Do you see that

14 Yes do

15 And who was the doctor on tnat

16 Clifford Carrol

17 The next patient Patient No youre he

18 doctor on that patient correct

19 No 19 would be the next patient

20 Yeah No 19 Pm referring theres

21 difference No 19 in the order the patients was seen

22 believe and then next to it is actually the patient number

23 because we have redacted their names for privacy concerns Sc

24 your 19 is fine Look across there Who is the who is the

25 doctor
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Me

Arid th ntxt un duwr is Gwendoiyn Mdrtin Du

you see that

Yes do

She oeame infected that day

Yes

Arid iho ws the tieating doctor on that

procedure

Iws
10 You were

11 Yes

12 Oay Have you ever been charged or indicted

13 for any kind of crimes reldting to Ms Martin

14 No have not

15 OKay Lets keep going dcwn You then did

16 the next one you did was Patient 35 which would be No 22 on

17 your left hand column correct

18 Yes

19 And then the next one down you did that one

20 also correct

21 Yes tfats what it says

22 And then you did Patient 57C correct

23 Thats No 24

24 Yes

25 Thats what it states
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And youve never been charged or indicteo for

h0t pdtient liuvo you

No have not

Im going to have to move this chart down

Lttle bit more Goinc down to the rext green stripe thats

Stacy 1-Jutchinson do you see that

Its cut off here but would that be 18

Patient 42

Oh down here 42 Stacy Hutchinson yes

10 Arid the doctor that performed that procedure

11 was who

12 Dr Desai

in Droppirg down to No 44 Patty Aspinwail Wno

14 dio that

15 did that procedure

16 And youve never been indicted or charged for

17 anything relating to Patty Aspinwall

18 That is correct

19 And No 60 Carole GruesRin

20 Yes

21 You did that procedure as well

22 That is correct

23 And youve never been charged or indicted for

24 the care of Ms Grueskin correct

25 That is correct
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Now weve talked about the CENA fund and

bliv tiiat yuo uld us thdt uO LLvd $25000 fLurn thdt

fund is that correot

Yes tlat is correot

And there were also two other funds that you

received funds from that correct

Yes Castoenterology Center of Nevada which

is the general medica practice and Endoscopy Center of

Southern Nevada

10 Im going to show you whats States Exhibit

11 158 This purports to be financial analysis for year /007

12 Do you see your name or that

13 Does it any Exhibit 10 at the top

14 Point to where youre referring to

15 OhI
16 You car mark the screen You can with your

17 fingernail

18 Is that what youre looking at Exhibit 10

19 dont see that on mine

20 MS WECKERLV Its on the oh youre referring

21 to different numbers In the document it says Exhibit 10 but

22 the exhibit is actually marked for our proceeding with

23 different sticker

24 MR SANTACRDCE Dkay

25 MR STAUDAI-IER And it has Bates number on the
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bottom

MR SANTACROCE Lt5 ltt5 gu by tht Eub
number That would probably be better

BY MR SANTACROCE

Do you see that big rumber 00076

Yes do

OKay This purports to be finncI

analysis for year 2007 Do you see your name on there

Yes do

10 Arid it shows that you receive $25000 from the

11 CRNA account from Wel Fargo correct

12 Yes does

13 And thats the check you were referrirg to

14 earlier where you said you held it for period of lime

15 Yes did

16 Did you hold it for period of time becduse

17 you were going through marital diffculties or was there some

18 other reason

19 just ddnt know wLat to do with it so

20 hao to ask my accountant what do do with this

21 Okay All right And your accountant said

22 deposit it and

23 Yeah put it in the

24 well just

25 business account my personal professional
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corporation and then well make distributions and pa taxes

which is whdt hdppntd

OKay The other two accounts are the next

block over and it porports to that you received

$1378010.64 is that docuote

Yeah stated to you about 1.4 million

and thats about 1.4 r_icn

Okay Sc you receved about 1.4 million

Yes

10 in the year 2007 from all of those

11 entities

12 Correct

13 The CPNA fund those that tfose funds

14 were derived from the anesthesia bilings correct

15 To the best of my unoerstanding yes

16 And believe you when you gave your

17 interview to Metro you said that those funds would either be

18 distributed from thak account or put back into the gastro

19 general fund to be distributed to the poxtners is that fair

20 That to the best of my understanding

21 Correct

22 You mentioned some of the other doctors that

23 worked at the clinic and think there was about 10 or 12 of

24 them

25 There was significant number yes
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OKay So you Carrol Desai Vish Sharma Dr

Mdbun

Albert Mason Carme Herrero

Dkay Lets stop and lets talk about each of

Those Dr Mason is he practicing toddy do you know

Yes he is

And to the best of your knowledge he was never

suspended disciplined or anything correct

That is correct

10 And Dr Herrero Carmelo Herrero

11 Yes he is practicing

12 And keep going Nayyar

ii Yes he is practicing

14 Wahid

15 He is practicing

16 Who else

17 Banker practicing Snehal Desai practicing

18 Mukherjee practicing Nicolae Weisz practicing

19 Is that it

20 Well Im trying to think if missed

21 everyone

22 Well Im not going to hold you to every

23 single one of them To the best of your recollection

24 Yeah everybody is working

25 And each of those individuals performed
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procedores at the clinic ccrrect

Notat

MS WECKERLY would object as to vagueness

Which cinic is

BY MR SANTACROCE

Shadow Lane

Thats not correct

Okay Well tell me whcts correct Who

performed procedures at Shadow

10 Dr Desai Dr Carrol me Dr Wahid Dr

11 Mukherjee occasionally Dr Saris

12 We didnt mention hm Is ne still

13 prarticlng

14 Yes he is Occasionally Dr Nayyar

15 believe

16 Okay And would it be fair to say that each

17 one of those doctors perform their procedures however they

18 deem fit and safe and that the times vary from doctor to

19 doctor as the procedare time

20 Youre asking two questions The first would

21 say everybody performed procedures as they deemed safe and

22 fit Yes Would say that procedure times varied would

23 say yes

24 OKay So it would have been yes to both of

25 them
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Yes

Oy Yoni prucdi tJjIb blv yuu

testified averaoed about 20 minutes for the lower 10 minutes

for the upper right

Something in that billprk but rhc scunos

about rght

remember reading somewhere Im nct sume if

it was Grand Jury or Metro that sometimes your proceoures

would take 30 minutes or 45 minutes

10 Yeah sometimes they were more thcy took

11 longer

12 And was your testimony that the pcti ns in

13 the recovery room after the procedure were the responsibility

14 of the CRNAs basically

15 Well its everybodys responsibiliy really

16 Youve got recovery room nurse youve got CPNA youve

17 got physician

18 Okay

19 Yes

20 Lets talk about the pre op area for minute

21 believe you testifieb that the pre op area is where the

22 saline the heplock and saline flushes occurred correct

23 Yes

24 And every as far as you know all or most

25 of everybody received heplock correct
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You mean some of them didut have heplock

OL

Im asking you mid tfey dii have heplock

As far as know yes

Oay And thats the prcpofol was induced

into their body riqtt

Right th ouch die itravenous

Througf the heplocK

Throigf the hepi cK or saline lock

.10 And those Yeplocks woulo all be flushed with

11 saline correct

12 As rar as kncw yes

13 And the reason Im asking you about this is

14 because there came time when the CDC and the Southern Nevada

15 Health District report came out or at ledst you guys meaning

16 you doctors were alerted to the fart that they believe that

17 the infection was transmitted througL propofol correct

18 Yes

19 And there came time when you doubted that

20 theory

21 Yes

22 And there came time when Dr Carrol doubted

23 that theory

24 Yes

25 And you shared your opinions with Dr Carrol
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and he with you correct

Yes

In fact you challenced Detective Whitely and

Mr Staudaher in your interview regardirg the transmissior of

he disease through propofol didnt you

may have Id have to look at the

Lranscrpt

Okay Well we can look at that if youc iKe

to but let me see if can ust refresh youx reccllecion

10 Do you remember them saying to you we have evidene of

11 propofo going from room to room

12 think there was suggestion to that effect

13 but dont know what cirect evidence if any exis cc

14 But

15 Exactly my point Im not saying that they

16 had evidence to that fact but they told you they did

17 correct

18 dont recall that specifically but they may

19 have just dont recall that specifically

20 Okay Look at your police interview pace 69

21 70 and 71 If youd

22 Thank you for that

23 take minute to read that please

24 69 you say

25 Yeah 69 70 and 71
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Mr Stdudaher says there is some evidence on

the chants uf CRNAs trdnsferrlno frum one uum to anuther that

Isee

Okay Keep reading to yourself

Okay

Does that efiesh your recollection

Yes

And isrt it tiue that you challenged their

theory that the propofol was the mechanisri for transmission

10 And when say challenoe dort mean that you guys had

11 fight or yelled but you hao different theory

12 sid dont have all the detail you guys

13 have further staten there were two timelines occurring

14 simultaneously or near simultaneous and thinking about it

15 well the CRNAs were not changing rooms and they were not

16 passing bottle of propofol bcck anc forth To my knowledge

17 that did not occur

18 Okay

19 Im acknowledging that there may be

20 information dont know But dio observe that No

21 You diorit observe any of ttiat correct

22 That is correct

23 And believe you said that there had to be

24 common intersection was your word snt that true

25 Yes and still be ieve that only dont
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know where the common intersection now

Well yuu had an upfiufl at that tirE didnit

you

That an opinion rot fact sir

OKay Whim ws your opinion at than time

My oprion at that time was that it probably

happened with the si1ne

With the salire Anc where does the saline

get administered

10 In the pre cpeatv area

11 And who were the common intersections that you

12 talked about in your testimcny

13 Can you be more speific

14 Well Ill show you Ill be very specific

15 See this chart

16 Yes do

17 You see the top the people that were infected

18 on top That would have been in Room Do you see that

19 These Ckay

20 And do you see he bottom Room people that

21 were infected in Room

22 Yes

23 And do you see Jeff Krueger and Lynette

24 Campbell in the middle

25 Yes do
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You ban an opinion back then that the common

intersection was Jef Krueger and Lynette Campbell didnt

you

thought that was possibility

And fact the reason yoc believed hat was

becamse Lynette Campbell had administered most of the

heplccks save for two that Jeff Krueger administered But

believe you said dn0t saline was reused in the pre op room

isnt th0t correct

10 My understanding is they had multi use vial

11 of saline in the pre op room

12 And if Jeff Krueger started some saline it

13 was not inconceivable that Lynette Campbell would have picked

14 up tdnt saline ard reused it isnt that correct

15 Thats not inconceivable That is correct

16 And you had some very nice things to say about

17 Lynette Campbell You thought she was very nice girl isnt

18 hat correct

19 Yes that was my opinion

20 But you also said she was very inexperienced

21 isnt that correct

22 She was brand new nurse

23 Now you were present when the CDC ann the

24 Southern Nevada Health District came to the clinic correct

25 was questioned by the CDC investigator
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Who wh0t was their name

It was ady

Do you recall the name

No oont recall names

Was that was that interview tape recorded

Not to my knowiedge

Well oid thctt lady write notes

was just dbout personal lifestyle and

things of that ndture And thats privileged information so

10 dont know that she kept much of record cant answer

11 for her

12 No just want you to answer what you

13 observed Im not

14 dont iiemember

15 DKay Where wds the interview done

16 At tte Castroentero ogy Center office

17 And the only thing she asked you about was

18 your personalize stuff

19 Correct

20 Did you have occasion to watch the CDC and tne

21 Southern Nevada Health District do their inspection at the

22 clinic

23 No did not that recall What were those

24 dates do you recall specifically

think it was January 8th or 10th but
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mioht be mistaken So dont want to say for sure but it

in JdIludLy

OKay

Okay But that date is relevant for another

question have and tiat is if you testified that here was

meeting between the doctors around that time isnt that

correct

Yes there was

And what was the sum and substance of that

10 meeting

Well some of the investigation was touched

be upon and Dr Desai reviewed aseptic technique

Ii Arid were there new policies and procedures put

14 into place as result of the Southern Nevada Health District

15 and COO

16 There was document th0t appeared in the

17 what do you call the manual the po icies and pro-edures

18 marual at some point but dont know who authored it exactly

19 ano dont know who when it was placed there

And what was the subject of that

21 Propofol

22 In fact it was about it went about to

23 delineate the procedures on how to use propofol isnt that

24 correct

25 That is correct
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And that was written by Cliff Carrol

dont know

OKay But prior to January 2008 there were

no written policies and procedures on how to administer

prop were there

Not that Im aware of

You talked about meeting where the CPNA5

were in attendance but that wasnt really meeting per se

It was more like continuing medical education

10 Yes advanced cardiac life support

11 And there was nothing discussed in that

12 meeting about policies and procedures of the clinic were

13 here

14 No it had to do with ACLS

15 And that was some kind of cardiac training

16 Yes basically its advanced CPR if you will

17 Okay You never attended meeting with the

18 doctors and the CPNAs isnt that correct

19 cant say yes or no to that dont have

20 any specific recollection of the meeting where most of the

21 meetinqs if not all of them were just doctors and the

22 physicians assistants should throw that in also

23 But lets not confuse that They werent the

24 CPNAs

25 Correct
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Pause in the proceedings

BY MR SANTACRuCE

Mr Wright asked you couple of questions

about back in the day talking about known patients that come

into tHe clinic with hep

Uhhh
And there were certain policies and procedures

in place at that time regarding those patients correct

Yes remember that from my training at

10 County Hospital in PHoenix

11 And one of the things you mentioned was that

12 there was specific scope

13 Well they called it the yellow scope ano it

14 was to be used for hepatitis patients

15 And the reason that you did that was for the

16 possibility of cross contamination isnt that correct

17 Right That was before it was common

18 knowledge that the so utions would kill the hepatitis virus

19 erddicate it

20 And the theory at least was that if you bad

21 used the scope on known hep patent the possibility was

22 you could if you reuse that scope on another patient you

23 could transfer hep correct

24 assume that was the thinking and that was

25 the reason for it
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Okay Lets jump now to the presen oay You

dont nave yellow scopes anymore correct

Thats correct to one does

You use the same scopes on everybody

Correct

And those scopes you presume when von use

re clean and sterile

Yes do

And you do that because you want to be sure

10 tmit youre not contaminating other patients co rect

11 Of course Yes

12 And so youre relyino bcsically on Those

13 individuals that clean the scopes to assure that theyre sa_e

14 ano sanitary

15 Yes that is correct

16 Did you ever view the cleaning room

17 Yes did

18 Did you view the cleanng procedures

19 No didxit stand there and review the whole

20 thing know they have their protocols to follow

21 Okay

22 And they had automated machines that did the

23 cleaning

24 and did you know that those machines required

25 certain solutions
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They requires soluton yes

And that those solutions are rec-ulied to he

chenged

That would make sense

You never observed ary of thiat process

correct

no didnt stand there and watch them

sterilize scopes if thats your question

Sir Im not condemning you for doing it or

10 not doing it just want to know you saw it So dont be

ii so defensive Okay

12 No oidnt see that

13 Okay Thats all neeo to know believe

14 your testimony was that you didnt know if what size vials

15 the CPNA5 were using for propofol that correct

16 That correct

17 20s or SOs that was the choice right

18 As far as know yes

19 Do you know how much would be administered to

20 patient any given patient over the duration of the

21 procedure

22 believe we were told by the nurse how many

23 milligrams had been administered ano that was entered into

24 the report But dont recall that specifically

25 So you c-ont know if 150 millilitersor 200
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were tne average

oont know what the average is fiom my

experience it akes about 100 to 200 milligrams nc

milliliters

Oh sorry

So 10 to 20 milliliters

Oiay milligrams

to sedate patient oenerally yes

You talked about some of the other equipment

10 specifically forceps You said that they could be reusable or

11 disposable

12 Yes

13 And which ones did you have

14 Disposable

15 Who would dispose of those

16 The technicians

17 So when you were done youd give it to tie

18 technicIan

19 Uh huh Yeah they cleaned up miter the

20 procedures

21 Do you know what training the technicians h0d

22 to become @1 tech

23 dont know exactly know there were some

24 experienced technicians working there at one time and know

25 there were some new individuals that were brought on They
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may have had on the job training dont know exactly They

weient wasnt doing the hiring ni the oredesitialinc so

cant tell you exactly

OKay So you went into room and here was

CI tech there basical

Correct

You dlont request one one wasnt ssicueJ

you they were just in the room when you got to the proedure

room

10 Well of course there has to be tecfriclan

11 there But did request anybody specifically No

12 The snares you said were single use

13 Uh huh

14 And the bite blocks were reusable

15 The bit blocks were cone in two varieties

16 as mentioned single use and reusable

17 Well believe you testified that yours were

18 reusable

19 testified we had both

20 Okay Would you know if you were using one

21 that had been used prior or if you were using new ore

22 Theyre slightly different in the thickness of

23 the plastic The reusable ones for the most part are flesh

24 colored and thicker plastic The reusable ones tend to be

25 either green or clear or purple and are thinner caliber
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thinner thickness of tie plastic

Wculu tsi iusable ci in bterilizud

package when you got them

No they were Im sorry State hat again

Would the reusable res be in sterilized

package

Not that recall

wner you cot then

Not that recall

10 You need to let me finish my question and then

11 you can have all the time you want Okay

12 Okay

13 Were they in sterlized package when you got

14 them the reusable bite blocks

15 dont recall that specifically

16 The the single use ones were in were

17 in sterile packaging

18 If they were brand new they were in sterile

19 package If they were not brand new they were not

20 Well if they were single use you would

21 expect them to be in package wou_ont you

22 If they were brand new yes

23 Tell me about Tonya Rushing What what did

24 she do at the clinic

25 She was the manager She oversaw the billing
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in the sense of processing submissiors that were given to her

by the various healthcare professionais Soc oversaw

scfedulng secretaries rnnning the rrcrt desk things of that

nature

Would you give Yer LiI_incs for your services

Yes

So you would submit to her billino statement

ano give it to her

woulant hand it to her directly They were

10 urned in at the front desk if it ws medical business at

11 he nurses desk if it were the surgical business Arid

12 somehow or other they would be tranmierrea eventually to her

13 department

14 Mid it was her function then to take those

15 bils suhuit them to healthcare providers for payment

16 correct

17 Submit them to third party payers being

18 insurcnce agents or or rather insurane companies or

19 governmental agencies for payment not healthcare providers

20 Im sorry misspoke Thats what meant

21 the third party payers

22 Okay

23 So she would submit those to the third party

24 payers correct

25 That is yeah my understandinc
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And then they would pay not you specifically

but CastroamteuAugy Center

Exact richt

So you wouldnt have received any checks from

hird part nayers directly wouc all go to the clinic

Itey would go to the clinic Thats not to

say that an odd check may not have come in with specific

doctors name on it but it would have gone to the clinic

The doctors didrt get those

10 Im not talking about the exception to the

11 rule talking about the rule ano what was common

12 practice

13 Well Im not wasnt in the billing

14 department bu suspect it want to Gastroenterology Center

15 yech

16 Well you you didnt go to your mailbox

17 every at 400 in the afternoon and get pile of checks

18 made out to

19 Ive got

20 Elaoio Carrera

21 pile of bills In my mailbox

22 Okay But my point is you didnt get

23 package of checks every day in the mail

24 No

25 with your name on it
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They went to the

from Blue Cruss Blue Shiuld

Castroenterology Center of Nevada

MR SANTACROCE Conrts indulgence

THE COURT Uh huh

MR SANTACROCE Im almost done

Thats all have Thank you

THE COURT All right Thank you Mr Santacroce

Redirect Ms Weckerly

10 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

11 BY MS WECKEIThY

12 Dr Carrera Mr Santacroce asked about

13 paperwork that you would submit to Tonya Rushing

14 Yes

Was it known that she was the person that

16 processed paperwork to eventually get sent to insurance

17 companies

18 She oversaw group of secretaries hilling

19 specialIsts that processed the paperworK and they would do

20 lot of the legwork Sle more or less oversaw the operation

21 from that perspective

22 But when stuff was submitted to sort of her

23 area or her department was it understood tflat that was going

24 to go to an insurance company or someone for payment

Yeah or to the patient if it were co pay or
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an uninsured patient for example or yes

Arid wuuld yu sevti snd ik yuur uwn

persona documentation to her regarding procedures

wouo turn in my procedure codes did

procedore wculo cneck off or mark off whatever the level of

the vist wa5 if it were medical uisit or whatever the

procednre was if it were procedure And would submit that

face sneet as it or superbill tferes various words for

it hut thats al won do would submit it

10 On toe paperwork that you submitted was it

11 important for you to he accurate in your subrnittals

12 Absolutely

13 Mr Saitacroce asked you about if you were

14 present when the the CDC came Do you recall if your own

15 blood wus dawn in the process of the CDC investigation

16 Yes tYey did draw blood on me

17 And was mean was that to sort of

18 eliminate

19 thirk they were looking to see if there was

20 anyone the worcrg in the clinic that would have been

21 carrier of any ary blood borne illness any infection

22 infectious agent

23 And there was guestons on cross examination

24 about back in the d0y and using particular scope on people

25 thut were known to be hepatitis positive
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Uhhuh

believe you said hat was in the The

480s

Yeah that isntt practice that would he

relev0nt today nor was it at the time of tuese events

OKay And my queston is though is there

distinction in your mind between that practice and using

particnar scope versus aseptic techrique mean did that

the scope was related to the scope being possible

10 trcnsmitter for the disease correct

11 Yes thats correct

12 And think you said that everybody has since

13 lecrned that theres certain solutions or detergents that can

14 kill quess the

15 Right The sterilizing solutions

16 In your in your medical experience how

17 long has aseptic technique been arourd

18 As lone as Ive been involved in the medical

19 field

20 You were asked about your interview with the

21 Las Veqas Metropolitan Police Department and sort of

22 hypotheses you might have had about

23 Uh huh

24 what might have caused the outbreak Do

25 you recall being asked about that on cross
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Yes do

that time that you were intcrviewaa aid

you mive any knowledge about what wmit supplies or the

number cf syringes ttat had been ordered by the clinic in

particu ar year

No aid not

How about the number of vitls of propofol that

were used by the dine

No aid not

10 In terms of saline being potential source of

11 he outbreak if source patient didnt get saline flush

12 main tow would that affect the theory

13 That would make me that would make me

14 question whether saline was the vector or the agent that

15 caused these infections

16 At the time that you were speaking with the

17 detectives or even mean dont know if ycull what

12 your extent of your knowledge is now but did you feel that

1c you had all the information in terms

20 No did not and made that clear when

21 sttted that you guys might have information that do not

22 have

23 want to talk specifically about tynette

24 Campbell

25 Uh huh
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Did you ever observe her to be violating

aseptic technique

No oid not

Did you ever observe any nurse in the pre op

area to be violating aseptic technique

No oid nct

Do you know whether or not Lynette Campbell

was supervised or watched by more senior nurse when she

started at the clinic

10 Theoretically yes There was charge nurse

11 Jeff Krueger and of course based on the charts Mr Santacroce

12 SO kindly provided we know that they would have been there at

13 the same time So there was charge nurse and theoretically

14 that person is supervising the other nurses

15 Now you were asked by Mr Wright on

16 cross examination about those physicians notes that you

17 that are sort of they might be initidted by tech at the

18 beginning of the proceoure

19 Yes

20 but theyre electronically guess sent

21 or concluded by the doctor

22 The documentation is electronically form

23 is filled in via computer electronically and the

24 electronically signed

25 And there is computer in each proceoure
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room correct

Yes tiats correct

One of the computers youve learned had date

of August and one had date of September on September the

21st correct

Yes the date stamp was incorrect on one of

them

Okay So fair to say tYose two computers

arent synchronized

10 Absolutely fair to say that

11 Okay And think you said though that the

12 doctors notes could he an accurate indication of the

13 woun scy theyre cenerally accurate You

14 know it depends on the computer of course but

15 Sure

16 but yeah Id say theyre generally

17 accurate

18 Andthe

19 MS WECKERLY Is this Ms Clerk is this chart

20 marked this is the one from July

21 MR STAUIDAFIER The small version isnt

22 THE CLERK have smal version so

23 THE COURT Wbats the number of the small

24 MS WECKERLY The number just want the

25 record
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THE COURT Right of the small version

THE CLERK Is it this one

MS WECKERLY Im sorr3i Ill just grab it aid

look

BY MS WECKERLY

This would be the large version of whs been

admitted as States Exfibit 157 Ano Ill represen tYat tOs

is oharting from July the 25th of 2007 And just wdnt yo

to look at the right side of the ohart And theres column

10 here for report start time and report end time And the

11 top of the ohart it says report start time whioh woulo be toe

12 physioian report that you know maybe started by teoY or

13 nurse And it says 701

14 MR SANTACROCE Im going to objeot This is

15 outside the soope of oross examination

16 MS WECKERLY It was durng

17 THE COURT No its overruled

18 BY MS WECKERLY

19 And roht here on report end time sdys

20 815 And so the total time would be what

21 An hour and 14 minutes

22 Okay And the next one whats the time on

23 that

24 And hour and nine mirutes

25 And the next one
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the past always assume is somewhat similar to the

impression that the jury is left witY because am hearing

about this meeting and of this for the first time

And you know think the import cf the statement

wouldnt have been to show oh hes layered un bir to show

kind of sense of ca1lousness on tte part of Di Desai which

goes hand in hand with their theory of the cdse which is Dr

Desa really didnt care cmiut patiert safety and patient

comfort and that his you know modus operandi was to operate

10 the clinic in the fastest and cheapest way pcssible because

11 client again patient comfort was was secondary

12 concern

13 And so think that the callousness if the

14 statement was made that shows ca lousness to his patients

15 And thats how would have interpreted the statement and

16 think thdt that callousness again woulo be consisent with

17 heir theory of the case

18 MS STANISH Judge Im sorry to belabor this but

19 aside from the implication of conscIousness cf guilr the

20 otter concern that have is to the extent that the State

21 intends to talk about acts on the part of Dr Desai that

22 occurred in the aftermath of the CDC to someho suggest

23 concealment or other kinds of evidence of guilt were now

24 thrown into the pot wIth that Do you see what Im saying

25 THE COURT Right mean once once Dr Desai
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obtcined representation of Mr Wright am Ms Starish and

even tu the exren ourporute ooonsel wuuii Vc mxised them

prior you oant use those things as evdenoe of Or Desais

guilt or knowledge of onilt

Banause Im assuming onoe Mr Wrinit alo Vs Stanish

maine onboard and as said it may fave macn ocourreo prior

th0t with oorporate oounsel that they would hcne udvised

him hey you know make them you know dont dont talk

to the obviously you oant you oart oorarent on that in

10 any oase But is that what youre saying you don want

11 MR WRIGHT Right

12 THE COURT that he was onoooperative in the

13 investigation and thinos like that

14 MR WRIGHT Right And would

15 THE COURT Wbioh oould also you know liKe

16 said obviously you oar never get into Ye didnt want to be

17 interviewed or he didnt do this or he didnt do that

18 MR WRIGHT Well it was also left lciying out

19 here beoause the the State hrouoht out that oant

20 remember if it was Herrero Sharma whoever wYoever went to

21 his house and he was sitting in the library and he said yean

22 will will make statement And then did they maKe

23 it No And of oourse we know the reason it wasnt and the

24 State knows the reason it wasnt Tiat was

25 MR STAUDAHER Aotually
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MR WRIGHT cause on advice

MR STAUDASER we dont krow

MR WRIGHT of couosei

THE COURT Oh didot krow

MR JTAUDAHER dont know We doot know what

you told him oiont tell him We know the only thing

about thdt issue is that we

MR WRIGHT No no

MR STAUDAHER have two people

10 MR WRIGHT The witness himself

11 MR STAUIDAHER Which one

12 MR WR GHT You dicTht eicit

13 MR STAUIDAHER Which witness are we talking about

14 MS WECKERL Carrol

15 MR STAUDAHER Carrol

16 MR WRIGHT Carrel

17 MR STATJDAtJER Carrel saId that he went there

18 was no it was Carel and he and Sharma teat were there at

19 the at this

20 MR WRIGHT Olght

21 MR STAUDAHER meeting at his house

22 MR WRIGHT And Dr Desai promised he would say

23 something right

24 MR STAUDAHER Yes he die

25 MR WRIGHT And then you brought out he didnt
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MR STAUDAHER Yes be ieve thats correct

MR WRIGHT Rigft And Garrl in his statement

in his statements not on the witness stand in his statements

he said he didnt Dr Ccnroi says Dr Desai explained that

be didnt because his layer told he conldnt say anything

further coulont even eax it up and let it slide But

they brought out he promlseo hed say something and then he

didnt do it Ard krew the reason he didnt do ir ano the

State knew the reason he didnt do because it was

10 MR STAUDAHER Actuall3i ro

11 MR WRIGHT in Carrols statement

12 MR STAUDAHER There was ro there was no

13 nothing elicited in my memory and in this courtroom that any

14 of those individuals said anything about the reason that he

15 didnt come forward was because he had hired counsel and that

16 was at the

17 MR WRIGHT agree

18 MR STAUDAHER advice of counsel

19 THE GDURT No

20 MR WRIGHT it doesnt come forward

21 TBE COURT because they dont know The

22 implication to be far to Mr Wright is the implication is

23 he kind of mean here was my impression He weaseled

24 out He wants to get

25 MR WRIGHT Right
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THE COURT ds far away from this thing as

possjDle and wasnt left with the you know mean no

one is going to know why that is but that was the

implication

MR STAUDAHER Your Honor the only extent of the

arcrurrent that it

THE COURT And dont really

NIP STAUDAHER would be is not

THE COURT know how relevant that is anyway

10 whether or not he wanted to give statement or didnt want to

11 gve statement dont know how dont know really

12 MR STAUDAHER The only

13 THE COURT how relevant --

14 MR STAUDAHER issue

15 THE COURT that whole thing is anyway

16 MR STAUDAHER The onli issue there Im sorry

17 THE COURT you know as to how he was conducting

18 -he clinic and disregard for patient safety mean theres

19 other reasons he may not have wanted to give statement

20 MR STAUDAHER Thats not the issue

21 THE COURT you know relating to Dr Carrera may

22 have ycu know ethnic reasons and and prejudice in the

23 conmunity that see by reading some of the commentators on

24 the Rd And think you know there could have been other

25 valid reasons why he didnt want to be the face on this that
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

he wanted Dr Carrera to be the face on this that dont go to

anything But that hasnt come out and thats my own

supposition But guess whats the relevancy that then he

didnt want to do the statement

MR STAUDAI-IER No this wasnt otout the statement

This was about the meeting that Sharma nd Carrol

THE COURT Right

MR STAUDAHER axid he had

THE COURT That he said

MR STAUDAHER at the Louse

THE COURT he would make statement coming

forward

MR WRIGHT Ricjht

MR STAUDAHER Yes That

THE COURT and saying

MR STAUDAHER wasnt the issue

THE COURT hey it was all me ran Lhe clinic

and you guys had nothng to do with it was the sole

manager and blah blah blah

MR STAUDAHER Thats the issue

THE COURT dnd then he never made the statement

MR STAUDAHER The only ssue for that to

THE COURT Is that he

MR STAUDAHER come forward is that he was

THE COURT cknowledged he wds the sole manager
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MR STAUDAHER Yes exactly

MR WRIGHT Oh right mean like theres not

enough evidence in here that hes the manager know what

was h0ppening They go right up he makes the promise and

hen cdnnot bring out on cross the reason for it

MR STAUDAHER What that he said he was goino to

be the sole manacer or that he

MR WRIGHT No that he

MR STAUDAHER was gong to make statement

10 MR WRIGHT didnt do what he said based upon

11 advice of counsel Ann you knew that

12 MR STAUDAHER No

13 MR WRIGHT Because that was the

14 MR STAUDAHER Thats not the purpose

15 MR WRIGHT explanation that

16 MR STAUDAHER of bringing it forward

17 THE COURT There was another purpose that they

18 pointed out which was he acknowledges hes the manager He

19 dont say at hat meeting hey wait minute Sharma you

20 were tne gu directing the CRNA5 or wait minute Carrol

21 after my stroke you knew you took over the clinic Why are

22 you askng me to do this

23 So mean if thats how theyre going to argue it

24 thats valid reason for the evidence Like said you

25 know okay now theyve explained it That makes that
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makes sense Thats valid reasen to introduce the evidence

The fact that its cumulative or that weve heard ahurdart

evidence that hes the manager that doesnt mean they cant

introduce you know theyve got the burden of proof here

you know

mean theyre going to lrtroduce everything that

they can to holster their theory mecn its pre ty obvious

that thats their plan here And acain ttey have the burden

of proving this thing So you know wtatever evidence they

10 have as long as its you know re evant now understand

11 the relevance beyond you know hes kind of weaseling out and

12 trying to

13 MR WRIGHT But he didnt wese1 and thats the

14 inference they brought out

15 THE COURT Well thats one inference but theyre

16 not going to argue that Theyre going to argue that hes

17 acknowledging that hes the manager at the meeting And like

18 said he didnt say hey Sharma you Know youre running

19 rhese clinics just as much as am or hey Car_ol this

20 you know what are you trying to front me out on this thing

21 You know youre the guy that knew those needles were dirty

22 or

23 MR WRIGHT Does anyone in here really think the

24 defense in this case is going to be he wasnt managing and

25 running the clinics Give me break Youre telling me that
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isrt cumulative to bring out he acknowledged hes he

marager

THE COURT said it was

MR WRIGHT In order to the parpose in brining

it out well cet transcript of it knew what the

purpose was when they were doing it ano knew why couldnt

say word about it They brought out yecih he promised he

was sitting there he was in his shirt was in ears Im

almost suicidal youve got to do something to help stop the

10 bleeding and he promised he would do it And then did he do

11 it No he didnt do it

12 And of course we knew what the answer was because

13 Dr Carrol had told them in his Metro statement that when they

14 questioned him about it he said my lawyer wouldnt let me do

15 it Thats thats improper And it goes on top of whats

16 now happening Were supposed hear oh Mr Wright

17 youre opening the door youre leaving adverse inferences

18 with tne jury or sometYing when dont even see that Ive

19 done it to tell you the truth And then see the State do

20 it and ts oh the jury is not going to catch it

21 THE COURT Well okay first of all agreed with

22 you it was cumulative But in all fairness to the State

23 the suggestion has been made and cant recall exactly how

24 the suggestion was made maybe partially at opening partially

25 through the questionine And Im left look Im saying
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whet are the impressions that Im left with

And think if Im left wth these impiessiuns same

of the jurors at least some of them are probably left with

similar impressions dont think my thinking is so out in

left field tha1 if Im left with an impression its not like

at least some of the jurors are goino to be left with the

impression

So my impression yes acree with you got the

impresson that part of the reason for the testimony was or

10 what Im thinking is yeah that Desai he weaseled out of it

11 He didnt want to be the front man on this thing and he is

12 trying to get these otfer doctors to share in the blame

13 got that agree with you

14 But by the same token through questioning Im also

15 sitting here left with the impression that well wait

16 minute why is tYis just Dr Desai is the guy sitting here on

17 trial criminally when all of these other doctors who were

18 working there wio should have known what was going on who

19 are the captains of the ship in those procedure rooms why are

20 they al practicing Why havent they been disciplined Why

21 are they going about their merry way treating patients in this

22 comunity And thats another impression thats been left out

23 there

24 So to the extent the State has to address that

25 impresson and think you you know youre making that
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impression too And you even arguec it think or stated

it in your opening statement You know youre going to see

doctor after doctor come in here that were part of this

inic that were partners that are doing procedures with Ron

Lakeman and are doing procedures with Keith Mathahs and you

know theyre rhe captain of the ship in those rooms arid yet

theyre in hete theyre in here testifying and theyre

working in this community and theyre partnering up with each

other and theyre treating patients in this community with

10 the exception of Dr Carrera with not blip really to them

11 in their career So whats up here And think that again

12 you said that in openhng

13 MR WRIGHT dont think did

14 THE COURT And so think that theyre allowed to

15 Im eft with that impression Again where where got

16 it dont know But think that theyre allowed to sort of

17 try to explain the impression of this sort of idea of

18 fundamental unfairness that youre that may be out there

19 that it was rush to judgment and you know then the civil

20 lawyers get on hoard and this thing just cascaded and

21 snowbal ed

22 And if the practices were so bad mean doctors

23 have an ethical duty If theyre aware of medical negligence

24 and unsafe practices theyre duty is probably to report and

25 not to continue working there mean and so youre
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creating that that impression WY arent these doctors

why werent they punished mean thmire yu icnw oh

well didnt krow you know Dr Desai is so scary and you

know didnt want to move Aithouch not sinole ooctor

has ever said notwithstanding the fact the State is pointing

to this no

SANTACROCE Non compete clause

THE COURT non compete cicuse Not single

doctor came in here ano said boy was scared to death

10 didnt couldnt leave the practice Its all dirty

11 theres fecal material everywhere blah blchi blah So

12 mecin you know youre creating that impression

13 Why are these doctors not beirg held aarountable

14 Because if it was that bad then their duty was to stop

1R working there notwithstanding any non compete lause just

16 like lawyer You cant say oh had non compete clause

17 and knew my my law firm was docg ll these unethical

18 things and stealing from clients and everytcing else but

19 hey you know was scared to leave the community

20 mean thats not good cefense for for

21 misconduct if in fact it occurred on the part of

22 physician So youre leaving that mpression out there with

23 the jury And so think the State is well within their

24 rights to keep hammering home hey he was leader its all

25 him and to explain think an impression thats thats
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out there as to again you know why why are these

doctors if it ws so bad why are they allumed kep

practicng

And didnt ask the question because you know

try not to interject myself beyond wf en Im tryino clecr up

something based on an objection or juror question are these

guys 5th all hoard certified kind of want know that

oo In any event think the impression is out tYere

think the defense has elicited that impression And to sum

10 up think the State is entitled to refute that with

11 cumulative evidence So thats my

12 MR SANTACROCE Just for the record

13 THE COURT opinion there and thats how see

14 it

15 MR SANTACROCE Just for the record thar was my

16 opening and thats my theory

17 THE COURT Okay

18 MR SANTACROCE And dont want them

19 THE COURT Im sorry

20 MR SANTACROCE to mischaracterize

21 THE COURT remembered it cume in openings

22 misspoke as to who it was

23 MR SANTACROCE Okay

24 THE COURT But regardless of who is eliciting the

25 testimony the impression again is out there that you know
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these guys you know theyre the oaptain of the ship

agAn those rooms Arid somebody dont remember who

asked the oaptain tfe ship gueston think it was Ms

Stanish

MS STANIS-i No it

THE COURT But thats

MS STANISH wasnt me

THE COURT the impression

MR SANTACROCE It was me

10 THE COURT Oh okay Well its you then

11 MR SANTACROCE And youre going to get more of it

12 today

13 THE COURT But again you know where was their

14 duty And thinK tflt goes it ties all in with

15 everybodys defense tYis sort of rush to udgment civil

16 lawyers getting involved on and on and on the State gets to

17 refute all of hat regardless of how cumulative the evidenoe

18 is So don thinK the State has none anything wrong in

19 that regard

20 And for the reoord theyre allowed to keep doing it

21 beoause it keeps comino up with physican after physician

22 Each new impression hey heres another guy theyre still

23 practicing Oh heres another person theyre still

24 pranticng So the State gets to keep refuting that and keep

25 building their theory of the case
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And you know just to tell the State in my view

youre allowed to keep doing that So thats where we are

MR SANTACROCE The time you need more time

dont you Your Honor

THE COURT Well

MR SANTACROCE When do we come back

THE COURT It was whatever but you know come

barK if you need ittle more time then just be late

Court recessed at 1244 p.m until 151 p.m
10 In the presence of the jury

11 THE COURT All right Court is now back in

12 session

13 Doctor obvously youre still under oath

14 And Mr Wrght are you ready to proceed with your

15 cross examination

16 MR WRIGHT Yes Your Honor

17 CROSS EXAMINATION

18 BY MR WRIGHT

19 Good afternoon Or Carrera

zO Good afternoon

21 In preparation for your testimony have you

22 reviewed anything

23 reviewed some materials the Grand Jury

24 testimony my statement to the police various times Ive

25 looKed at other things
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Okay So you were riterviewed by the

pulice

Yes

and you hdve that transoript and you

estified before the Grand Jury and you have

Yes dcl

tuat umsript Ano otter than that have

you reviewed anything

Ive revewed some of the corporate documents

10 THE COURT Can you hear him

11 MR WRIGHT Can you hear me

12 JUROR Now we can

13 THE COURT And then ust Doctor be mindful of the

14 microphone

15 THE WITNESS Oh okay

16 THE COURT so we can make sure

17 BY MR WRIGHT

18 Other than the wYat corporate documents

19 have you reviewed

20 Like some of the contracts and things that

21 existed

22 Okay Would that be like your participation

23 the partnership agreement endoscopy etcetera

24 Yes its

25 agreement
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been awhile since Ive looked at those

but yes

Okay Have you looked at anything else

No

Okay And in preparation have you met with

anyone

My attorney

Tom Ptaro

Yeah

10 Okay Anyone else

11 No

12 Okay You didnt meet with the prosecutors

13 -his morning

14 Well yes Briefly yeah

Okay So you did meet with them this morning

16 Uh huh

17 Okay Did you meet with them prior to that

18 met with them once prior yes

19 Okay Once prior to your testimony here

20 Yes

21 Okay Who did you meet with

22 Mr Staudaher

23 Okay

24 And Detective White

25 Okay And so thats within the pas couple
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weeKs

Maybe three weeks or so

OKay And before that did you meet with them

before you went to the Grand Jury

met with police ws an interview they

concocted and Mr Pitaro and met brefly ith Scott

Mltchel on one occasion

OKay And thats Deputy District Attorney

correct

10 Right

11 Okay Now when you arrived in Las Vegas in

12 nretecn eighty what

13 1985

14 1985

15 Yes

16 You went into practce with or you went to

17 work ror Dr Sobol

18 Yes PLysicians Medical Center

19 Okay And Frank Nemec was there

20 Yes he was

21 Hes gastroenterologist

22 Yes he is

23 Okay And if followed Frank Nemec went to

24 work with Dr Desai

25 Yes that is correct
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Arid then Frank Nemec asked about you wanting

come over to join that practice

Yes that is correct

Arid you went met Dr Desai

Yes tfat is correct

Okay And you oinec the practice initially

as an employee physician

Yes that is correct

And then became partner in 19

10 About 1990

11 Okay And thereafter you went through the

12 progression of the other partncrs joining correct

13 Yes

14 Some came some left

15 Yes

16 Okay And as calculate it youre the

17 oldest partner not by age but years in the group other than

18 Dr Desai

19 In terms of seniority that would be correct

20 Okay And you would like what 20

21 yectrs

22 Something like that

23 until the closing

24 Yeah

25 of the clinics And were you you
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estified about non compete clause

Yes tiat

in the agreements

is correct

Were there times you wanted to leave and that

non compete clause was like keeping you there

There was one time in believe 2005 and

05 or 06 and met with Alan Sklar at the time and it had

to dc when there was changes occurrng in tte partnership as

10 it was structured to my situation

11 Okay The and you elected to stay in the

12 partnership

13 Yes did

14 And the changes that took place if followed

15 you you at one point had 10 percent in the gastro medical

16 side

17 Yes

18 correct And then in the the Shadow

19 Lane Endoscopy Center you had an ownership interest

20 Yes

21 Okay And the distnguishing between the two

22 first with your partnership interest in the medical practice

23 that you didnt buy correct

24 dont understand your question

25 You didnt have to pay for that You were
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made partner and acquired percentage interest

In what

In the gastro side

In the gastro side dont recall exactly

know that on one or both entities capital contribution was

required and believe it was on both

Okny You you believe you bought an

interest in the gastro side

dont recall exactly but believe

10 capital contribution was required

11 Okay And you had percent and it changed

12 like in 2006 to 6.4 percent

13 Yes

14 Okay And at that time and did it change

15 for someone else at the some time

16 dont understand your question

17 Dr Mason do you recall him taking reouced

18 share of the partnership

19 have no knowledge of that

20 No knowledge of that

21 Yeah that not that recall

22 OKay For you you were looking towards

23 working less correct

24 Yes

25 OKay You had been doing night calls for
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number of years and no longer wanted to do that oorrect

Thats not exactl right

Okay Well state .t

welcomed the idea of working less but

wasnt entirely in favor of doing away with call aThooetYer

but that was what Dr Desai apparently wanteo

Okay So ycu didnt want cny reduo ion

woulo have welcomeo some reouction but not

to the extent hat ooourred

10 Okay You wanted some reduction

11 Uh huh

12 correct

13 Yes

14 Arid you understood that the reduction in

15 compensation or in your ownership portion of the gastro

16 center reflected your reduction in responsifilities and work

17 is that correct

18 woulont characterize it as

19 responsibilities because of course were always responsible

20 But in terms of the amount of work tf at had to be done yes

21 if thats what you mean

22 Okay Because there its kind of tough

23 managing like 15 competing physicians would you agree with

24 that

25 havent had that experience parsonally but
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if youre asking me to speculate woulo say that might be the

case

OKay Well certain mean one physician

may work harder and pull qreater load than another

physician right

Yes

And that can cause dissention or

dissatisfaction by the persons who are working harder

correct

10 Possibly

11 Okay Possibly

12 Yes

13 Anythng like that ever discussed at any of

14 these meetings

15 It was brought up by Dr Desai

16 Okay Brought up those who were not doing

17 their fair share for lack of better word

18 He was alwdys comparing productivity fignres

19 between one physician from one phlsician to another

20 For what purpose

21 think he meant to perhaps lessen the

22 standing within the group of those that perhaps were not doing

23 as much work as others

24 Okay He wouldnt werent there

25 statements printed out like monthly and quarterly showing the
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participation of the partners and what they contributed to tne

success of the business and the patents and the billings and

all that like any other partnership

Yes

OKay So those were printed out aFO

dsseminated correct

Yes

Correct

Yes The answer is yes

10 Oh Im sorry dicnt hear it dont

11 wasnt truly ddnt hear you The and so tYose are

12 showing the profits osses contributions like of gastro

13 center and the contribution of each physician partner

14 correct

15 Yes

16 And those would be discussed at the

17 partnership meetings by Dr Desai correct

18 Yes

19 Okay And is that what you are ta kirg about

20 when he would point out who was not as productive as others

21 Thats what he based it on

22 Okay And those figures were accurate

23 correct

24 dont know that they were

25 Okay Do you think someone was fudging the
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figures

dont know that definItely but do know

here was some sort of different ac-ounting system or the

treatment of liMO patients suoh that they werent figured into

cix as on the same basis as other pctients were

OKay Did you point that out

Yes did

Okay So you were pointing cut tha if the

figures showed you werent quite as proouctive as someone

10 else another physician you were pointing out that tYe

11 figures fail to take into consideration lIMO work thats being

12 dore rght

13 didnt point it out specifically It was

14 stated to me by Dr Desai that there was some formula for

15 determining how 1-INO how lIMO patients were figured into the

16 mix was determined So dont know exactly how those figures

17 were determined

18 Okay But those were discussed at The

19 partnership meetings correct

20 Yes they were

21 Ocay Anything not ciscussed

22 If it wasnt discussed Im not aware of it

23 Okay And was it was there an inner

24 circle

25 Yes there was
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OKay And were you in it

No

Okay Who was the Inner circle

Other coctors

Okay Who were the ether doctors that were in

he inner circle

To tke best of my recollection Dr Mason Dr

Shdrma Dr Nayyar Dr Crrol

OKay And you were excluded You were in the

10 outer circle

11 Yes

12 OKay Did that create resentment

13 No

14 OKay You were happy with that

15 was neutral about it

16 OKay But inner circle is your word correct

17 Its corimon word in the English language

18 Okay Well Im usng the word got out of

19 your testimony

20 Oh okay

21 and statement to the police

22 Well yes said that

23 Okay And describing it

24 Yeah

25 Okay And the what whiat was the inner
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circle

Well youre sing my perspective as an

outsider

Yes am

My perspective was tfat these were irdividual

smaller group of coctors thdt vjouFd discuss relevant

issues or issues relevant to the practice before or even if

they were presented to the orcup as whole dont Know

what exactly the reason for that was other than maybe it was

10 meant to facilitate rurnnc the busness

11 Okay Those those individuals that were on

12 it were involved in rurnng the busness correct

13 wou say they were advisors wouldnt

14 say they were managers

15 Okay Well they were great greater input

16 than you is that fair

17 wouc assume so yes

18 OKny Well Dr Carrol what was he

19 He is treating physician and partner

20 And

21 Could you be more specific

22 non operating what what did you

23 At the Endoscopy

24 What did you call hIm

25 At the Endoscopy Center
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at the Grand Jury

of Southern Nevada he was the

nor operdtions manager

OKay And you you believed he was given

thth position because of what

bel eve he was given that positioo in order

dye fitle because he was bit ambitious ano

believe hc was also told and believe the corporate

documents state that at certain time the nonoperations

10 mancger thcomes the operations manager and takes over that

11 role

12 Oicay Dr Carrol is bit ambitious

13 Yes

14 Okay And he he was going to ascend to

15 operations manager Is that the way you understood it

16 That was my understanding yes

17 Okay You understood there was there may

18 be retirement of Dr Desai on the horizon

19 Everyone eventually retires suppose so

20 yes

21 True But that was topic of discussion and

22 meetings correct

23 There was plan of succession in place that

24 was put in at some point And the heirs apparent if you

25 will would have been Dr Sharma and Dr Carrol
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Oicay The heirs apparert were some that Lad

been tnere less tme tLan you correct

That correct

Did that cause you any concern

It did not

It did not Okay And so the heirs apparent

were tte inner circle right

Yes

OKay So we have Sharmd Carrol Mason

10 Yes

11 Oay And and Mr Dr Sharma was

12 co mandger orrect

13 That may have been title he held dont

14 remember the exact woroing

15 And Dr Mason what what was he Did he

16 have some responsibilty at Burnham or anywhere

17 was outside that structure so dont Know

18 what tne situa ion was at Burnharn And assume youre

19 talKrg about he Endoscopy Center at Burnham

20 Yes sir just cal ed it Burnham here

21 Thats quite all right And they would better

22 be answered they can better answer that question than can

23 because it was their interest and not mine

24 Okay And did do you dislike Dr Desai

25 Im neutril towards Lim
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Neutral

Yes

Okay Now regardino who are you presently

practicng with

Dr Sharm and Dr Carrol

Were you sued civil as result of what we

call tne hepatitis outbreak

Of course was Everybody was

But the jury needs to know the answer

10 The answer is yes

11 Okay

12 Every coctor was suec

13 Okay And are your lawsuits over

14 As far as know yes

15 Okay Did you pay any money to anyplace

16 There were some awards but those were sealed

17 by court order so Im not going to corrinent on them

18 THE COURT All right DId you personally pay money

19 out of your pocket

20 THE WITNESS No did not

21 THE COURT Okay So to your nowledge your

22 malpractice carrier would have paid out mcney in settlement

23 Is that what happened

24 THE WITNESS Yes

25 THE COURT And pursuant to those settlements as is
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fairly pretty standard you and your malpractice arriers

entered into whats called confidentiality agreement

THE WITNESS dont know the details of everything

because it wasnt disclosed to even me hut know theres

confidentiality agreement

THE COURT Okay

THE WITNESS in place

THE COURT Did you have to sign just yourself ciry

of the settlement aqreements or was that handled by your

10 attorney or

11 THE WITNESS To the best of my recollection it wds

12 handled by my attorney

13 THE COURT Okay To the extent you have the

14 information you know you cant limit the rights of

15 cross examination in criminal trial by virtue of private

16 agreement

17 THE WITNESS Right

18 THE COURT So you are ordered to answer no the

19 extent that you know anything concerning your ontriLutior or

20 the contribution of your of your carrier just as it

21 pertains to you

22 BY MR WRIGHT

23 If understand where we are you pain

24 nothing correct

25 That is correct
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OKay Arid the the cases are conclud

Thatis

to your knowledge

correct

Okay Arid you didnt go intc bankruptcy or

anything

No did not

Okay And you if follow all of mbese

charts and my understanding of the evidence you performed the

10 procedore on three individuals on September 21st who

11 contracted hepatitis

12 That is correct

13 Okay And which three were those

14 Pd have to Aspinwall was one Grueskin

15 may not be entirely correct on the names And can you tell

16 me who the other one was There was three

17 You dont even know

18 Its not that dont know its that Im just

19 dr0wing blank right now But if you give me time Ill

20 remember

21 Ill give you time

22 Im drawing blank right now

23 Okay

24 Im sorry Grueskin was the name of one

25 If you think of it blurt it out
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OKay There was one other Im just Im

not remember it right now

Okay Now ant to go into your ownership

interests of Endo Center and Castro Center

OKay

OKay Because youve testified that you also

owned an interest in Burnharr hut that it was redeemed by Dr

Sharma

Yes tfat is correct

10 Okay am taking from that that when you

11 acquired your interest in Burnbarn you must have acqnireo some

12 of Dr Sharmas interest

13 That would not be correct

14 Okay How did Dr Sharma redeem your

15 interest

16 By chieck

17 Okay So he he paid he bough you out

18 He sent me letter and check and it was

19 bought out by the entity itself to the best of my

20 recollection It wasnt bin personally

21 OKay Who was the check from

22 believe it was from the Endoscopy Center of

23 Nevada II

24 Okay

25 The Burnham facility as you refer to
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Okay So the the your ownership

interest in Burnhani was redeemed

Yes that is correct

You were paid for it

Yes tfat is correct

Okay And then so tfe only ownership interest

we have going up into 2008 would be your 6.4 percent in the

gastro center wLich we cl1 the medical practice

Okay

10 Is that right

11 Yes

12 And then you said 13 one hundred tenths of the

13 Endoscopy Center at Shadow Lane

14 Yes tfats correct

15 Okay Because there were 110 ownership units

16 or shares whatever you call it

17 Yes

18 nd you owned 13 of them

19 Correct

20 And you had at some poirt purchased those by

21 capital contribution

22 Yes

23 And the what did Dr Desai own to your

24 knowledge

25 To the best of my recollection about
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two thirds of the total dont know exactly

OKay So well just call it 66 parcmn of

endo center at Shadow Lane

If thats what you calculate it to be

suppose

Well thats two thirds the way calculae

it

Well yeah 60 percent maybe Im not

Okay

10 cant give you an exact number Im sorry

11 Okay And and plus and Or Desdi owned

12 that amount of the lets just call two thirds He owned

13 two thirds of the endosoopy clinic at Shadow Lane correct

14 He owned what he owned you know and Im not

15 going to tell you the exact figure because dont recdll but

16 it was about 60 percent to the best of my recollection

17 Okay

18 Youre asking the same question twice right

19 You asked about

20 THE COURT Thats what lawyers do

21 BY MR WRIGHT

22 Im sneaking around

23 Oh okay

24 No did ask the same question It was

25 predicate to moving on But the
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How do you move on by doing the sdme thing

THE COURT All right Lets

THE WITNESS over and over again

THE COURT Okay Well

1R WRICHT Okay

THE WITNESS Okay

THE COURT Mr Wright ask your questicr

BY MR WRICHT

The his Dr Desais ownership irtrest

10 in gasto center and endoscopy clinic at Shadcv Lare was

11 known correct

12 It was known yes

13 Right mean all of the partners knew it

14 correct

15 woulo think they would have some knowledge

16 of it

17 Right mean there were partners in the

18 endoscopy clinic correct

19 Yes

20 OKay And you know it and they know

21 correct

22 knew the exact figvres at one time but no

23 longer do

24 Okay That thats all Im establishing

25 You knew it and it wasnt secret correct
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No it was not secret

OLcay And you knew tOm ownership in the

gastro side

Yes did

Ocay And so ftc what did you make in 2007

from the gastro side

$800000 more or less

Okay 800000 approxmately

Yes

10 And that was your share of 6.4 percent

11 correct

12 Yes

13 OLcay And Dr Desai if understand

14 correctly owned 20 percent of he doctor side gastro center

15 right

16 Approximate1 yes

17 Okay And so he would have received

18 About three times that suspect

19 Yeah like

20 But oont know exact

21 2.5 million right Approximately

22 Approximately

23 You got 800 and you got 6.4

24 understand the matl sir

25 Okay And then what did he own meaxi he
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was the Im not going to ask you the same question again

Owtng tw thirds 0c erdosoopy oenter what would he oet in

2007

Id have to ask him

What did you get

600000

Okay So you got 600000 You got 1.4

lioo right

Yes

10 Okay Arid so he got if you got 600000 for

11 13 one hundxed tenths what is that About peroent

12 need oaloulator for that

13 Okay

14 Well yeah

Okay And and Dr Desai owned 66 peroent

16 60 66 dont

17 Approximately

18 reoall the exaot figure So lets just

19 for argument say 60

20 Okay

21 You know five six times Is that where

22 youre going dont know

23 Okay All right Thats where Im going

24 What would that be if he owns like times what you do Six

25 times six 36 He gets
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

3.6 minion

Okay Does that make sense

Does it make sense

Yeah

Yes

Hes the owner correct

Yes

Thats what he owns

and it was known correct

Im not sure how to

dont have the books didnt look

would make sense

and th0ts what he gets

answer your question

at them but yes that

Okay Well do you remember when you were

interviewed by the Metro police

Yes

Okay And do you remember when they told you

what he made and you told them you were absolutely shocked

Yes was

Okay And you were absolutely shocked cud

thought something must be wrong with the books Remember

dont know that went to that ex1en but

remember the fiqure they quoted and thought that was wow

rather impressive

Okay What did they quote

$7 million
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Oay And you you thought it should have

been like 2.2

dont recall sa3inq that

You dont recall saying that

Well wnat are we talking about here Out of

the gastro center

Im Im

If he Lad made three times what did or four

times then it would have been about $3 million

10 Out of the castro center

11 Yeah

12 OKay

13 And Lope Im gettng the math right

14 Right If you add up what he gets out of the

15 gastro center and the endo center it comes to about $7

16 million correct

17 Yes

18 Okay Well what why did why did you

19 tell Metro that you were shccked at that

20 Because hadnt thought about it and didnt

21 know that the numbers were that big

22 Okay Did you suggest he must be embezzling

23 dont know that you ccn take speculation and

24 make it fact or anything but you know its an impressive

25 number Thats all will say
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Did you suggest he was embezzling

dnt know that he was embezzling know

were many fees that were paid to him or management fees

ano things of that nature

Did you suggest

used that word yes

Dkay

But used it as theoretical possibility

diorVt state it as fact

10 Becacse you were there to do what

11 dont understand your question

12 The purpose of the interview when you were

13 here wIth the Metropolitan Police Department your objective

14 was to do what

To cooperate with them

16 By doing what

17 Provide them with information that night

18 know

19 In exchange for what

20 went in with no preconceived notion

21 How about letting you go

22 That happened afterwards It had nothing to

23 do with my going in to talk to them

24 Do you recall the immunity letter you signed

25 Yes do
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Do you think your interview with the

Metropolitan Police Department had ndnhing tc with you

making proffer correct

There were things that were happening tween

attorneys and the polce and didnt fully understand

everythng that was happening Was there proffer made at

some point Im sure there was But dont know the time

table on that

Whats proffer

10 proffer is ax offer thats put forward

11 Okay An offer of what put forward

12 Well in this case was to cooperate with

13 the investigation

14 Okay An offer to show the State what you can

15 do for them in exchange

16 Absolutely not

17 Thats not the proffer

18 No Just to tell them the truth

19 Okay You didnt go in there to show them

20 what you could do for the State correct

21 Thats correct

22 MR WRIGHT May approach the witness Your Honor

23 THE COURT You may

24 BY MR WRIGHT

25 Look at Proposed please Read it to
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yourself

Im sorry What is it that you ae

Recognize it

The letter Yes 00

OKay Do you recognize th0t to be an unsioned

copy of your ultimate signed proffer agreement

Do you have the signed one so can coripare

she two

MR WRIGHT Mr Pitaro do you have it

10 MR PIT/ARC Not with me

11 THE COURT He didnt bring it

12 Well you can take moment there Doctor to rean

13 through it

14 MR WRIGHT Its the only copy tne State has

THE COURT And read it quietly to yourself em let

16 us Know if that appears to be the same letter as what was the

17 sioned one that youre more familiar with

18 BY MR WRIGHT

19 Im going to show copy to your lawyer

20 just

21 Sure

22 to oive you

23 Okay Fine

24 MR PITARO What what dont

25 MR WRIGHT dont want him to think Im tricking
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him Your Honor

THE COURT All right The State can vrlfy Is it

the same letter as the signed letter that Mr Wrgh would

have

MR STAUDAHER its the letter

THE COURT And Mr Stauoaner

MR STAUDAHER that we have in our

THE COURT you can

MR STAUOAHER This preddted my my involvement

10 THE COURT Okay This was when Mr Mitchell was

11 the prosecutor

12 MR STAUDAHER Yes cart make that

13 THE COURT is that correct

14 MR STAUDAHER representation

15 THE COURT So you obviously would have ootten

16 everythng that Mr Mitchell had in Ills file

17 MR STAUDAHER believe it is but annot say

18 for sure

19 THE COURT Okay understand

20 MR PITARO Ill read it just hadnt looked at

21 it before coming here

22 BY MR WRIGHT

23 Ooes that appear to be the letter

24 cant answer that cefinitively but it looks

25 similar to if not the letter itself
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MR WRIGHT Is that good enouoh to make it

admlssble Your Honor

THE COURT Arid Hr Stauoarer tnat was the sole

letter ri the file

MR STAUOAHER Thdts correct

THE COURT that you receved

MR STAUDAHER Your Horor

THE COURT from the furmr prosecutor Mr

Mitchell

10 MR STAUDAHER It actual_y c0me off the computer

11 Your Honor

12 THE COURT No thats oKdy mean Im just

13 Mr Pitaro ooes that appear to be the same letter

14 MR PITARO Judge it appears to be the standard

15 proffer letter

16 THE COURT Al right Well

17 MS WECKEPLY We dont have ny

18 MR STAUDAHER We dont have

19 MS WECKERLY objection to admitting it

20 MR STAUDAHER Right

21 THE COURT Yeah mean hes seeking to admit it

22 think its probably the same letter Im Im satisfied

23 that its very likely the exact same letter

24 So were you moving to admit that Mr Wright

25 MR WRIGHT Yes Yes Your Honor
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THE COURT And that has been marked as which

exhibit fui the recurd

THE CLERK

THE COURT That is Exhibit Defense 50 is

admitted

Defendants Exhibit admitted

BY WRIGHT

This this is tfe agreement that predated

your gong in speak wth Metropolitan Police Department

10 correct

11 What was the date that went to speak to the

12 police dont reca exactly Do you have that

13 Eebruary 17 2010

14 And this wds dated so yes then it would

15 have predated it

16 And this sets down tfe terms and conditions of

17 your upcoming intervie correct

18 suppose it does

19 OKay And what does it obligate you to do

20 Complete nd truthful information

21 Okay And now what does the State promise you

22 if you will come in ann tcik

23 What does it promise me

24 Yes Thrd paragraph

25 Third paragraph Not use any statement made
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by you cr your client this is actually addressed to my

attorney other Infurmation against your client in any

crirnina case except for cross examination or impeachment

purposes shoulo your client ever testify contrary to the

information Ye prcvides during the proffer

Cr

Or in the prosecutior tor perjury wherein the

information may be useo to prove that your client testified

untruttfulThy or contrary to the information provided in the

10 proffer

11 OKay You understood you could go in talk to

12 rhe Detective Whiely Is that who was there

13 Uh huh Yes

14 And who else was there anyone

15 bet eve

16 Your lawyer

17 Yes and Mr Staudaher believe was there

18 or maybe Mr Mitchell

19 OKay

20 Let me tell you who was there

21 Oay
22 Mr Ptaro Ms Hueth Mr Staudaher Mr

23 Mitchell and Detective Whitely

24 Okay And you would answer their questions

25 correct
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against you

if you ever

Yes

And what you told them couldnt be used

correct

Thats my understanding yes

OKay Except the State could use

Uh huh

against you and prosecute you for perjury

changed your story correct

Thats my understanding yes

Okay So did they call this lock in clause

dont know what that is

Lock you into your testimony

MS WECKERLY Im going to object That calls

THE COURT Yeah that

MS WECKERLY for legal conclusion

THE COURT thats sustained as to what

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

zO

21

22

23

24

25

BY MR WRIGHT

But that

Okay So and then

MS WECKERLY

THE COURT He

MS WECKERLY

THE COURT He

MS WECKERLY

that was your understanding

No That mis

never

There was no answer

never answered

so move to strike that

THE COURT Sustained What the
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MR WRIGHT When mean lock in meant his prior

answer was his understanding

THE COURT He doesnt know what the prosecutors may

or may not have called it

BY MR WRIGHT

You doxYt hear it called tiat at that

meeting correct

No

OKay What did you hear it called

10 just remember answering lots of questions

11 Okay And it was during this session when you

12 accused Dr Desai who youre neutral about of embezzling

13 correct

14 MS WECKERLY Objection think that misstates

15 his testimony of what he said about the whether he actually

16 accused him or whether he was

17 THE COURT Well hes

18 MS WECKERLY saying it was possible

19 THE COURT Thats overruled mean if he

20 disagrees with the characterization of his statement to the

21 police the witness can can answer accordingly

22 THE WITNESS Could you point

23 BY MR WRIGHT

24 Suggested

25 Could you point that out to me so can
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refresn my memory from this

Well you can take your tIme cud look at it

Its very long douimert

Did you suggest he ergaced in embezzlement

Do you remember think around 60

Okay Thank you

Around

MS WECKERLY Its on page 6z cumt third to

halfway down

10 THE WITNESS said it makes you wonder didnt

11 state that as an accusation just as thcuqht

12 BY MR WRIGHT

13 Oh okay Just as thought it makes you

14 wonder If hes embezz ing right

15 dont know that it refers think this is

16 about the CRNA billings and just saio gucte Whicf you

17 know makes you wonder if be was embezzlinc money mean

18 because theoretically that should have cone into gastro

19 center Thats because didnt have any information on the

20 CRNA account So this is just thinking alcid It wasnt

21 making specific accusation in answer to your cues ion

22 Okay Sc you were just thinking aloud

23 Yes sir

24 wondering if hes embezzling right

25 Well there was fund there pool of funds
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that just didnt know what was happening with didnt

Ano it ws outsine tne normal business structure the entity

And do you determine wiat nappened with that

pool ef funds

No have no way of knowing

You nave no way of knowing

No

OKay Al of the books and records were

seized youre aware of that by the police department on

10 March 10 2008

11 know they seized records yes

12 Okay And so did you tell them think there

13 must be embezzlement that account

14 s0id what said

15 Right And so did they come back to you and

16 discuss dny further

17 Notatal

18 Ocay And while you were suggesting things

19 did you suggest he also miibes people

20 No old not

21 You ddnt
22 No stated that he made loans to physicians

23 at times

24 And were those repaio

25 dont know what exactly happened know
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one dont think was repaid

Okay So you were just this was just part

of you telling the truth nd showing them wriat you oould do

for them oorreot

dont understand your question

Well you went in there the State wants to

disoover what your ollent has to say ano what he is willing to

do for the State Im redding from your proffer le tor

Uhhuh

10 right Arid so you were showing them what

11 you were willing to do for the State right

12 was disoussing observnkions that had made

13 ano thoughts that had

14 Okay

15 It wasnt anything oan do this for you or

16 oart do that It wasnt anything like thdt

17 Okay It was just you suggesting that

18 mean think the word bribe was used wasnt it Youve

19 re read the thing Werent you suggesting it was bribery

20 Youl have to show me where sir

21 Well you tell me what you aooused him of

22 didnt say the word bribery dont

23 believe but let me look

24 Do you remember

25 MS WECKERLY Is there page referenoe
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BY MR WRIGHT

think uund way the back 90 90

Page 90

Around 90

MR STAUDAHER The bottom of 91 theres

THE WITNESS Okay So we were talking about loans

physcians and said and ths snt stated as fact

this is an opinion bet he made loans expecting they

would never be paid back The police

10 BY MR WRIGHT

11 Thats RW is Detective Whitely

12 Right

13 Okay Im just

14 refer to him as the police but Mr Whitely

15 said Right Kind of bribes type thing And said Yeah for

16 business That was still speculation Thats not stating

17 fact And then he asks Any loans to public officials or

18 anything like that And said No not that Im aware of

19 OKay And you identifed the the

20 individuals Im not coing to state their names because this

21 is public proceeding but you pointed out one two three

22 individuals who you suspected had been bribed correct

23 didnt say that said that they had had

24 loans made to them

25 Okay In what context
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wasnt there when the icons we mace

In what context were you telling tie police

about this

During the police interrogdtion

Right Suggesting wiat

Suggesting that loans hd oeen mace to

inoividuals

That were what

Money passed from one person anoher

10 That were what

11 Could you be more specific

12 Bribes

13 THE COURT Who are these individuals

14 THE WITNESS Other doctors

15 MR WRIGHT wasnt asking the individuals

16 THE COURT Oh Im sorry

17 MR WRIGHT dont want to say the individuals

18 THE COURT Im sorry mear cctegory of

19 individuals

20 MR WRICHT You were

21 THE COURT Because Im sittirg up here dying to

22 know but

23 MR WRIGHT Well dont think its fair

24 THE COURT understand was jesting Move on

25 Mr Wright
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MR WRIGHT Okay

BY MR WRIGHT

You were they werent just the polioe

didnt say hey while weve got you in here do you know of

anyone that Desi ever loaned money to It didnt oome up

like that did it

No it dldrYt oome up liKe that

Ccay It oame up where theyre saying if you

oould think of anyth no wed he interested in were oertainly

10 happy to hear it right

11 Yes

12 Gay And then you say oh yeah let me

13 share this with you Thats quote right

14 Yes tYats correot

15 GKay And you were sharing an aoousation

16 of

17 An observation not an doousation sir

18 of what Good deeds

19 Perhaps they were good deeds

20 Gcay Wbt

21 oant tell you what the ultimate disposition

22 of those was

23 You were suggesting these individuals arid Dr

24 Desai engaged in bribery oorreot

25 No Im telling you that loans were made and
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dont know what the ultimate disposition of those was

Yu said Ill bet he made loans expecting

They would never be paid back Detective Whitel3i says Right

Knd of bribes type thing You say Yeah for business Right

MS WECKERLY Im going to object to the

characterization dont know if Mr Wright is acrirg or

you know whats going on

THE COURT Well was

BY MR WRIGHT

10 You said Yeah for business Right

11 You said that not me

12 THE COURT Im seeing whole new dimension to Mr

13 Wrights array of talents here

14 BY MR WRIGHT

You agree that you were insinuating

16 wrongdoing

17 There were loans ano dont know what the

18 uitimate disposition of those was and youd have to ask the

19 parties involved on that But were they something that

/0 facilitated business Possibly

21 Well presumably you disclosed all of that to

22 the polce department right Everything you said

23 Its right in paper Its

24 They they had youre aware that search

25 warrant was executed upon the businesses correct
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10

11

12

13

14

suppose they do

16

17 see the CPNA

18

19

20

21 about it

22

23 that was the

24 component

25

computer

No lamnot

bont you remember or March 10th as

Which business

The enho center

Oh yes

tue gastro center

That of course

When everything every medical record every

everything tYere was gobbled up by

Yes it was

Detective Whitely and the FBI right

Yes

Arid theyve had it to this day right

dont know if they have them or not

Okay Did you ever go sk them Id like to

account or like to see the books of records

No hid not ask them

Because

Because did not ask them didrit think

CRNA account your understanding of that was

account in which the CRNA the anesthesia

Uh huh
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of the practice

Yes

fees went correct

That was my belief yes

Oiay And that you tave the fad Cs

the professional fees and the anesthesic fees ere ftc

ingredients of the profit for the group prdctice whdrever

you c1 it correct

Those were the three sources of ncome yes

10 Okay And the you understood that he

11 anesthesia component went into what youve called the CPNA

12 account

13 didnt call it the CRNA 0ccount Thats

14 what it said it was called

15 Okay Well you got check out of it right

16 Yes said CPNA account on it

17 Okay And that was bonus orrect

18 Correct

19 And you understood other physftians go

20 bonuses from it correct

21 Yes understood that

22 Okay And you understood that the balance of

23 it went into the gastro center account for distribution to the

24 partners according to the ownership correct

25 At least some of it went dont have those
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details

OKciy out thots vtat you understood ann

believed correct

unoerstood that bonuses were paid out and

th0t sone of the monies went to gastro center Perhaps all of

the balance oont kow

Okay Why do you think didrdt

Im uct going to say knew one way or the

other just dont know

10 Oicay So ycu arent insinuating anything To

11 your knowledge the 0nesthesia funds went either to bonuses or

12 to the gastro center to be distributed pay salaries wages

13 and distribution to the p0rtners correct sir

14 Restate please

15 To your knowledge thats where that money

16 went

17 know thut it went to bonuses and to gastro

18 center

19 OKay

20 That part

21 Where did it and where would it then go

22 from gastro center

23 From gastro center to poy overhead and to pay

24 salaries and to pay dstributions to to partners

25 Okay Any impropriety in that
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Not that see

Okay thought there was some suggestion

when you told about surreptitiously hearing about an aocount

of something you were suggesting some type of wrongdoing

ass suggesting that didnt really hdve

knowledoe of the books and found it odd that there was

parate aocount Thats all was suggesting

Okay Bit blocks

Uh huh Yes

10 They theyre reusable say reusable on the

11 paoaage and then there are some that say multi use Whats

12 The opposite of reusable

13 Disposable

14 Disposable

15 Yes

16 Okay Reusables and then disposables

17 Yes

18 Okay Both were used at times correct

19 Yes

20 Okay And at the clinic there was time when

21 the disposables were used more than once correct

22 Yes

23 Arid you were aware of that

24 Yes

25 Okay And that those were cleaned
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processed sanitized sterilizes whatever you call it

Yes us far

ttesameas

Iknow

tne scope correct

Right

Obey And that is all approved and lawful to

your knowledge correct

My understanding of FDA rules is that if

10 medical device does not invade body tissues even if it is

11 stated for one time use it may be sterilized and reused

12 That would certainly be applicable to bite blocks It would

13 not be applicable to other devices of course

14 OKay Bite blocks okay

15 They dont invade booy tissue

16 Okay And it didnt but that but that

17 was just another one of those needless or silly things to save

18 money in your judgment

19 It could be seen as money saving measure

20 suspect Yes

21 Okay Did you see it as money saving

22 measure

23 think it probably was

24 Okay And you were aware Dr Desai was

25 running the place correct
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Yes

And ie was frugal

Yes

And really disliked waste

Yes

And really didnt like employees stanoiro

around sitting around or lollygagging

Pow do you mean lollygaggino

dont know used to say that vhn stood

10 around and wasnt doinu anything

11 he liked people to be productive as possible

12 yes

13 Okay And that was just his nature correct

14 would assume so yes

15 Okay And so youd put bite blocks in that

16 category mean that just sounds bad question Would

17 would you view what do bite blocks cost

18 dont know

19 Okay Not expensive presume

20 Probably not

21 Okay But the you you can clean them

22 sanitize them run them through the Medivator and use tiem

23 again And that would give the Medivator operator and

24 employee something to do and it would save you some money if

25 youre the owner fair
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cant comrrent on that if that was the

motivaton Yaud Save ask Dr Desai that dont know

the answer to that that the motivation

You dont know dont get to answer the

questions

Are ycu trying to well my choices were

yes that was he motivation no it wasnt the motivation or

dont know And te answar is dont know

OKay The like weve heard testimony in

10 the courtroom about chux

11 Yes

12 CHUX
13 Yes

14 Okay Chux is the explain it

15 Its pad

16 Okay That goes on the gurney

17 On tne nurney yes

18 Okay So when youre doing the proceoure if

19 its sloppy procedcre the slop goes on the chux

20 Yes

21 And the chux nets tossed

22 Again

23 Tossed thrown away

24 Oh tossed Thrown away yes

25 Okay And it weve heard testimony in here
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about cutting chux in ha

Yes that occurred

Okay Chux are long You cut them the lone

way or the short way What would you call chux six feet by

four reet eight feet by three feet

dont know the exact dimensions but

Approximately

Maybe four by four perhaps dont Know te

exact dmension

10 Okay Were chux cut in half

11 Yes they were

12 OKay Do you know why they were cut in half

13 askeb and was given reason

14 And whats the reason

Well asked one of the tech

16 MS WECKERLY Objection unless its from

17 THE COURT Well yeah whats whats he

18 foundat on

19 BY MR WRIGHT

20 Who dio you ask

21 asked and got two answers One was

22 technicans One they fit one was Dr Desai wants us to

23 do it that way the other was theyre cut in half so they fit

24 better the armchairs the LaZ Boy type chairs recliners

25 that the patients sit in
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Okay

pror to coming back to the

Okay

to the lab

Okay Lke in the wiat we hear of called

the pre op area where you

Pre op area

sit down like to get the heulock put in

Yes

10 or something Okay So they fit better in

11 the La Boys

12 Yeah in the recliners

13 Okay And you you mive you know what

14 chux costs

15 do not know

16 Okay But in in your experience you have

17 seen that chux dont fit nd the same thing is done elsewhere

18 correct

19 Ive seen problems with them in the hospital

20 when theyre on gurney

21 And what do they do there fold them in half

22 Theyre just so big in size that they tend to

23 get the scope tends to get tangled up in them

24 Okay

25 So you have to be pushing them away and down
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ano away from the instrument

Okay So like in uther ASCs und huspituls du

they fo_d them in half

dont know if they fold ttem in half or they

just put them on there the way they are suspeTh sometlmeu

they do fold them perfaps

thoucht had learned that from you Le me

check Page 82

Page 82 Okay This is referring chux

10 Why are you guys doing this Dr Desa wants us to do it

11 asked Tonya why they cut chux in half She says ell Im
12 told tey fit better in the armchairs which is what Ive just

13 told you And this is me And they fit better on the guxneys

14 which is true Okay did say you have to fold chux in

15 half to get it to fit on the gurney

16 Okay And they do that at other places

17 think read

18 They fold them suppose not cut Them But

19 yeTh theyre bit bulky cumbersome Ill grant you bLat

20 Now understand your testimony vou never

21 paid attention to CPNAs and propofol and syringes right

22 did on one occasion

23 Okay After 2008

24 AftertheBLSor

25 All rioht Let me restute it After the COC
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after the investigation

After the invesftgation yes

Okay But before ftc Lnvestiqation in all of

your years there you Yad never paid any attention whatsoever

to the size of the propofol vidis or what thie CPNAs were doing

with it correct

My assumption is they were trained and

experienced professionals they were independent

professonals and tkley knew what they were doing

10 Arid you had no idea what they were doing

11 knew they were administering anes hetic

12 agents to patients but Im not an aresthesiologist

13 understand But you you paid no

14 attention at all right

15 dont know how to characterize your

16 question mean ws aware of some of the things they were

17 doing in general sense

18 Okay Were you

19 Was looking over tYeir shoulder watching

20 every move No

21 OKay What were you aware of in general

22 sense

23 That tYey were administering anesthetic agents

24 to patients

25 Okay Did you know it was propofol
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knew it was propofol Thats what we used

Okay Did you knw like the size of the vial

No old not

Okay Did you know if it was multi or

srce use

No aid not

Okay So after COO came and we know its

Jar ary 2008 did you then learn after the fact

Yes

10 about propofol right

11 Uh huh Yes

12 Okay And until then January 2008 was there

13 any propofol policy in writing that you were aware of

14 Not that Im aware of know of one saw at

15 some pont and this was after in the corporate documents

16 dort know when that was put in there

17 OKay But you were aware that after CD came

18 policy was put in place on administering propofol and the

19 correct utilization of aseptic techniqie and syringes right

20 scw something along those lines there hut

21 dont know exactly wflen it was put in there

22 Okay Well dont you recall it had happened

23 after BLC whatever you want to call it BLC SNHD COO

24 after their investigation

25 Thats when first saw it yes
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